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W hat does not destroy me, makes me stronger.

And i f  you gaze for long in to  an abyss, 
the abyss gazes also in to you.

Friedrich Nietzsche
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Abstract

This study is dedicated to the development, implementation, and 

analysis of a numerical method for computer simulations of multicom

ponent flows involving capillary free surfaces. For this purpose, a nu

merical scheme for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations is pre

sented. The scheme is an implementation of the projection method by 

the method of Finite Elements. The convection-diffusion sub-step is 

solved using a conforming linear finite element for the velocity, while 

the projection sub-step is solved using a nonconforming linear finite el

ement for the velocity and piecewise constant pressure. The end-of-step 

velocity is locally pointwise divergence-free, which is a desired feature, 

since it  allows for improved mass conservation.

This projection scheme is employed for computer simulations of 

multicomponent incompressible flows. Discontinuous pressure and low- 

order velocity approximations provide consistent handling of discontinu

ities in the solution, as long as computational cells are not intersected 

by moving interfaces. A  robust algorithm for local grid alignment is 

proposed. A reference grid is maintained and used on every timestep 

to produce a new computational grid. Few nodes in the reference grid 

that are close to the interface are projected onto it, so that the compu

tational grid contains no edges intersected by the interface and has the 

same connectivity as the reference grid. The unchanging connectivity 

makes parallelization easier and more effective. The interfaces are ap

proximated in the vicinity of each node by a part of a sphere, which is 

also used for the computation of surface tension.

Both the proposed projection scheme and the local grid alignment 

are validated on a number of numerical examples.
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Introduction
The Navier-Stokes equations make arguably the most successful mathematical 
model. Governing the motion of fluids (liquids and gases), this model has been 
applied successfully to  describe a wide variety of processes and phenomena, 
such as flows in  a pipe and around an a irfo il, ocean currents, the weather, and 
even the motion of stars in  a galaxy. The Navier-Stokes equations are used 
for the design of aircrafts, naval vessels, automobiles, as well as the study of 
blood flow, climate change, the effects of pollution, etc. These few examples 
are barely touching the t ip  of the iceberg, and i t  is not hard to see why the 
study of analytic and approximate solutions of the Navier-Stokes equations is 
of great theoretical and practical importance.

The work presented in this volume is an investigation of the numerical 
solutions of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations and the ir applications 
to  computer simulations of flows involving capillary surfaces. Our u ltim ate 
goal is to  extend and m odify the existing techniques, as well as to  develop a 
new numerical method tha t is suitable for the large scale simulations of the 
motion of a large number of bubbles immersed in  another fluid.

The numerical solution of the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations pre
sents a m ajor problem in today’s Computational F lu id  Dynamics. This sub
ject has attracted the attention of scientists for decades, but the need for the 
most accurate, fast, robust, and overall efficient solution method is yet to be 
satisfied. The greatest d ifficu lty  stems from the fact tha t pressure in  an incom
pressible flow is not a dynamic variable; rather, i t  plays the role of a Lagrange 
m ultip lie r, which keeps the velocity divergence-free. The resulting saddle-point 
problem can be avoided w ith  the use of sp litting  schemes, where the pressure 
and the velocity are decoupled and solved for separately. In  the firs t part of 
our investigation we develop, analyze, and implement an innovative sp litting  
method tha t is specifically geared to meet our needs. Our main requirements 
are the use of low order velocity and discontinuous pressure approximations, 
as well as local mass conservation, both of which are desirable features of a 
method used in  simulations of multiphase flows.

The second part of our study is dedicated to the application of the de
veloped algorithm  to  simulations of flows involving two immiscible fluids sep
arated by a sharp interface. These flows appear in  various engineering ap
plications, such as the design of chemical reactors, oil pipelines, combustion, 
hydrogen fuel cells, and others. In  the solution methodology developed here, 
the computational mesh is aligned w ith  the moving interface on every timestep 
w ithout changing the connectivity, while the approximation of the interface 
is smoothed locally to facilita te accurate computations of discontinuous and 
singular quantities involved.

1
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1 Solving incompressible flows

1.1 Introduction
The numerical solution of the Navier-Stokes equations, which govern the in
compressible flow of viscous Newtonian fluids, involves two m ajor difficulties. 
The firs t one is related to the stable approximation of the nonlinear advection 
term  and is not of a m ajor importance to  the problems considered in  th is study, 
because the flows considered here involve relatively small Reynolds numbers. 
The second problem is related to the im position of the incompressibility con
stra int. I t  is well known tha t the variational form ulation of the Stokes problem 
yields a saddle-point problem, which is among the most d ifficu lt and computa
tiona lly  demanding problems to  solve. The standard method for solving saddle 
point problems is the Uzawa iteration. I t  produces a highly accurate “exact” 
solution of the discrete equations, bu t i t  is rather expensive com putationally 
since i t  involves two nested iterations. Thus, while being great for producing 
benchmark solutions of stationary problems, the Uzawa itera tion is im practi
cal for large scale simulations of time-dependent flows, where the saddle point 
problem must be solved once on every tim e step. A  relatively cheaper alterna
tive is provided by the so-called projection methods. They sp lit the indefinite 
saddle point problem into two positive definite e llip tic problems, which are 
easier to  solve. The price paid for doing this is an additional sp litting  error, 
which cannot be avoided due to the fu ll coupling of the unknown pressure and 
velocity in  the original system.

One way to decouple the problem is through a predictor-corrector style 
time-marching algorithm. For example, we can proceed as follows:

•  solve the momentum equation for the predictor velocity ignoring the 
pressure and the incompressibility constraint; then

•  enforce the incompressibility condition by projecting the predictor ve
loc ity  onto some divergence-free space, producing corrected velocity and 
pressure.

Such schemes fa ll in to  the class of pressure-correction projection methods, 
which are the most popular schemes, and arguably the fastest solution meth
ods, for the unsteady Stokes problem available at present. S tarting in  the 
late 1960s w ith  the work of Chorin and Temam [12, 80], projection methods

°A version of th is  chapter has been publshed.
B. Bejanov, J.-L. Guerinond, and P.D. Minev. A locally DIV-free projection scheme for 
incompressible flows based on non-conforming elements. Int. J. Numer. Meth. Fluids, 
49:549-568, 2005
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have been developed, analyzed and tested for over three decades. A n  overview 
and recent developments can be found in  [35, 39, 36]. The projection step is 
usually w ritten  as a Poisson problem for the pressure in  which homogeneous 
Neumann boundary conditions are imposed. These inexact boundary condi
tions create a boundary layer of inaccuracy, which u ltim ate ly  prevents the 
pressure from atta in ing fu ll order of convergence in  tim e [64]. The original 
C liorin-Temam algorithm  is only first order accurate in  tim e for the velocity, 
and the error in  the pressure is asym ptotically of order 0 ( A t 1̂ 2). Second order 
in  tim e schemes have been suggested subsequently in  [32, 90]. In  these schemes 
the pressure is treated exp lic itly  in  the first, advection-diffusion substep, and 
then corrected at the second, projection substep. These so-called incremental 
pressure-correction schemes achieve second order accuracy in  tim e for the ve
locity, bu t the pressure is again plagued by spurious boundary layers around 
the prescribed boundaries and cannot achieve higher than O (A t)  accuracy 
(w ith  D irich let boundary conditions). They have been rigorously analyzed in 
[22, 72, 34]. In  an a ttem pt to remedy the situation, a slight m odification in  the 
a lgorithm  was proposed in  [86]. The adjusted methodology is now referred to 
as ro tational incremental pressure-correction schemes. See also [40, 37], as well 
as [35], where it  is shown tha t a scheme introduced in [47] is equivalent to  a 
ro tational pressure-correction scheme after an appropriate change of variables.

The dual approach to  pressure-correction are the velocity-correction meth
ods [46, 37, 39]. Here, the diffusion term  is treated exp lic itly  in  the firs t step, 
which is now the projection step and includes the incompressibility constraint, 
while the second step accounts for viscous effects and corrects the velocity. 
The asymptotic behavior of these methods is equivalent to  tha t of pressure- 
correction methods; they even suffer from a sim ilar boundary layer. Again 
the ro tational form  improves the order of convergence in  time. So far, i t  ap
pears tha t a fu ll second order in  tim e for both  the pressure and the velocity 
is achieved only by the so-called consistent sp litting  scheme [38]. In  [35], it  
is shown tha t this scheme is equivalent, up to a suitable change o f variables, 
to  the so-called gauge method, proposed in  [23]. However, this conjecture has 
not been proved rigorously yet and is only supported by numerical results on 
model problems.

When implementing a projection scheme using the F in ite  Element Method, 
the choice of elements is restricted by the so-called inf-sup condition which is a 
sufficient and necessary condition for the existence and uniqueness of the solu
tion  of the underlying stationary Stokes problem. I t  was derived independently 
by Ladyzenskaja [48], Babuska [2, 3] and Brezzi [6]. Any discretization of the 
Stokes problem should satisfy the discrete version of the inf-sup condition in 
order to  guarantee the uniqueness of the discrete solution. I f  the condition 
is not satisfied, the pressure may develop spurious modes (non-constant pres-

3
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sures w ith  discrete gradient 0), which leads to instab ility  and generally to  loss 
of accuracy. The choice of element also affects the way in  which the incom
pressibility constraint is imposed.

There is a large number of two-dimensional and fewer, bu t also many, three- 
dimensional fin ite  elements available to choose from. The simplest choice is 
the PjPo triangular element, where the velocity is linear and the pressure is 
piecewise constant. This element is not inf-sup stable and is known to give 
zero velocity on diagonal grids [61]. The quadrilateral counterpart is the Q 1Q 0 , 
which is also unstable. A  stable element w ith  linear velocity is the M IN I P |  P! 
element w ith  linear pressure. The velocity field is enriched by a cubic bubble 
function in  each element, which provides stability. Another way in  which 
s tab ility  is achieved is through clustering. The so-called iso  — P2P 1 element 
(also known as P 1P 1 macro element or Bercovier-Pironneau element) features 
linear velocity and linear pressure, although each element for the pressure is 
divided in to four elements for the velocity. Both the M IN I and the macro 
elements are available as 3-D tetrahedral elements, which are also stable. A 
popular class of second order elements are the P2P 1 triangle/tetrahedron and 
the Q 2Q 1 quadrilateral/hexahedron, known as Taylor-Hood elements [79, 45]. 
These are inf-sup stable elements and, by v irtue  of the ir simplicity, they are 
very w idely used.

The elements mentioned so far have a continuous pressure approximation; 
as a result, the mass is not conserved elementwise. A n  approximation for 
the pressure, which is discontinuous across element boundaries, allows for a 
per-element and even pointwise mass conservation. Examples of stable ele
ments w ith  discontinuous pressure are the Q 2P - 1  element introduced in  [67] 
and the rotated m ulti-linear element w ith  velocity spanned by (x 2 — y2, x , y, 1) 
and piecewise constant pressure proposed in  [88]. Here we should also men
tion  the Crouzeix-Raviart elements [15], some of which are nonconforming 
(w ith  discontinuous ve locity), although the flux  through element faces is kept 
continuous. The Crouzeix-Raviart elements are considered by many to be im 
practical and of theoretical interest only due to the ir large number of degrees 
of freedom. They can be viewed as a particular case of the so-called discon
tinuous Galerkin (DG) methods, which, in  the case of the Stokes problem, 
use fu lly  discontinuous approximations for both the pressure and the velocity. 
An  algorithm  for the Navier-Stokes equations based on a DG approach was 
recently proposed in  [13]; i t  revealed tha t a locally mass conservative approx
im ation for the velocity can be used to  construct a conforming and pointwise 
divergence-free approximation for it.

The main purpose of this study is the development and the implemen
ta tion  of a numerical technique suitable for large scale simulations o f m u lti- 
component flows involving capillary free boundaries. One effect of the presence

4
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of surface tension is the appearance of jum p discontinuities in the pressure and 
the firs t spatial derivatives of the velocity. In  order to approximate these jumps 
adequately, i t  is convenient to use an element w ith  the lowest possible order 
of approximation for the velocity and a discontinuous pressure.

We have developed a version of the pressure-correction projection method 
tha t meets these requirements. I t  is based pa rtly  on Px and partly  on the 
linear nonconforming Crouzeix-Raviart elements (CR) for the velocity and Po 
pressure. The Px element is used to  solve the momentum equation, avoiding 
the large linear system resulting from the CR element. The PxPo element is inf- 
sup unstable and is known to produce only a tr iv ia l solution for the velocity 
on some grids (w ith  homogeneous D irich let boundary conditions). For this 
reason we use the stable CR element in  the projection step.

This chapter is organized as follows. In  section 1.2 we formulate the in
compressible Navier-Stokes problem and introduce notation. In  section 1.3 we 
provide a detailed overview of the two fin ite  elements and describe the pro
jection method used. Section 1.4 is dedicated to  the analysis of the proposed 
algorithm. Sections 1.5 and 1.6 discuss various issues of implementing the 
scheme in  2d and 3d respectively, concluding w ith  numerical illustrations. A ll 
findings presented in th is chapter are summarized in  section 1.7.

1.2 Formulation of the problem  and notation
We consider a viscous Newtonian flu id  occupying an open, bounded, and con
nected W dim ensional (7V=2 or 3) domain 0  and undergoing incompressible 
flow. A fte r proper nondimensionalization we formulate the following D irich let 
boundary problem for the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations

0 1
+  (u-V) u — — V2u +  V p  =  f  i n f i x  (0, T ), (1.1)

01 Re
V -u  =  0 in  0  x (0 ,T ), (1.2)

u lao =  u bc for t e (0, T ), (1.3)

u lt=o =  u o in th  (1-4)

Here u and p are the unknown velocity and pressure, f  is an external force. 
The Reynolds number Re is defined as

Re =  (1.5)
(i

where p and //, are the density and the dynamic viscosity of the flu id, while uc 
and lc are some appropriately chosen characteristic speed and length.

We use standard notation for functional spaces. L 2 denotes the space of

5
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all functions tha t are square integrable in  ft, and H m is the Sobolev space of
all functions in L 2 having derivatives of order up to  and including m  tha t are
also in L 2. We use (•, -)m and ||-||m to denote the inner product and the norm 
in  H m. When the subscript is om itted, we mean the inner product or norm in  
L 2 (which is the same as m =0). We also denote

H™ =  {c f> £H m\ (j)\m  =  0 } .  (1.6)

We use boldface to  denote fV-dimensional vector fields, as well as the ir
corresponding functional spaces, i.e. H m =  (H m)N . We also define the 
divergence-free subspaces as follows:

V m =  { v e H m|V - v  =  0 } ,  (1.7)

V™ =  { v G H ™ | V - v  =  0 } ,  rn >  1. (1.8)

We also consider the quotient space L 2/M , which is equipped w ith  the norm

H/llL2/M =  ™f | | /  — c|| . (1.9)

A  weak form of the problem reads: find  velocity u  € H 1 satisfying the
in it ia l and boundary conditions (1.4),(1.3), and pressure p G L 2/K , such that 
fo r  a ll v  G Hq and q G L 2, the follow ing hold:

(w ’V) +  ^ U ’ V '> U’ ^ +  We V̂U’ ~~ V’V') = ^ ’ ^'10̂
(V -u ,  q) =  0. (1.11)

Clearly, i f  (u, p) G H 1 x L 2/E  is a solution of the weak form, then the ve
loc ity  is divergence-free. Moreover, u  is the solution of the following solenoidal 
formulation: find  u  G V 1 satisfying the in it ia l and boundary conditions (1.4), 
(1.3), such that fo r  a ll v  G V j ,  the follow ing holds:

( £ , v )  +  ( ( u - V ) u . v )  +  (V u , V v )  =  ( f , v ) . (1.12)

1.3 D iscretization
1.3.1 Spatial discretization

We w ill use two types of fin ite  elements. P i is the standard linear triangu
la r/te trahedra l fin ite  element w ith  (N  + 1) nodes at the vertices of the element. 
The functions associated w ith  P i are linear in  each element, and, since the ir

6
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values match at TV points on each (TV — l)-dirnensional face, these functions 
are continuous everywhere in fb  The linear triangu lar/te trahedra l fin ite  ele
ment o f Crouzeix-Raviart [15] type has its (TV +  1) nodes placed at the m id
points/centroids of the faces. The functions are again linear, bu t match only 
at one point on each face. Thus the functions are not continuous across ele
ment boundaries. However, the continu ity at the m idpoint/centro id  is enough 
to  guarantee continuous flux, owing to the fact tha t a quadrature formula w ith  
one node gives the exact value of an integral of linear function over a simplex.

Let us now introduce a computational grid Qh =  {Nh, Th,% i) on w ith  grid 
parameter h. Here Nh  is a collection of N n  nodes, Th contains a ll N F faces, 
and Th is the set of N T fin ite  elements. The fin ite  elements are TV-dimensional 
simplices, i.e. they are triangles i f  TV=2 and tetrahedra i f  TV=3. The nodes 
in  J\fh are the vertices of the elements, and the faces in Th are the ir (TV — 1)- 
dimensional sides. We also denote by M.h the set of m idpoints/centroids of 
the faces.

Let us now define the following discrete spaces:

X h =  { i i *  € H 1] u „ |T G P f , V r  G % }  , (1.13)

Y h  =  { u / j  G L 2| u / j | r  G P ^ , V r  G 7h, (1.14)

Ufc is continuous at a ll m £ M h j  ,

Y h  =  { u h e Y h\ ( V - u fc)|T =  0 , V t g T 4 ,  (1.15)

Qh =  {<lh £ L 21 qh\T G P o ,V r  G Th} , (1-16)

where Pn is the space of polynomials of degree n in  TV variables. For a given 
grid Qh, Xh  is the standard functional space associated w ith  P i elements, Y h 
is the space of velocities of the linear Crouzeix-Raviart elements, is the 
divergence-free subspace of Y h, and Qh is the space of piecewise constant 
pressures.

Notice tha t the Crouzeix-Raviart element is nonconforming in  the sense 
tha t Y h  is not a subspace of H 1. This requires proper definitions of the weak 
discrete divergence and Laplace operators on Yh, which follow:

( V - i i h,qh) =  ^  n 7 - u hqh dx \/q h ^Q h , (1-17)
ra rhJr

(V u h ,V v h) =  J 2  /Vufc-Vvfc  dx Vvh e Y fe. (1.18)
r e T /T

Obviously, these operators are extensions of the standard divergence and 
Laplace operators in  H 1 to  Yh- Their consistency and s tab ility  are proved 
in  [15]. The gradient operator in  Qh is the dual of the divergence operator

7
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(1.17) in  Y h:

(Vp/^v*,) =  -  JV -V hP h dx \/v h G Y h. (1.19)
r € T h "

1.3.2 Tim e splitting

P re s s u re -c o rre c tio n  schem e. We now present a nonstandard pressure- 
correction scheme based on the two fin ite  elements presented in  section 1.3.1. 
We w ill restrict our attention to the first order scheme; extension to  second 
order is straightforward. We start by d iv id ing  the tim e interval [0, T] into 
subintervals of equal length A t and denote the time levels by tn — nA f ,  n  =  
0 ,1 , . . . ,  J l.  A t each tim e level n  we have two approximations for the velocity, 
u£ € X h and uj* G V h, as well as an approximation for the pressure gradient, 
gJJ G Y h. Assuming tha t u° and g° are proper approximations of the in it ia l 
velocity and pressure gradient (see [36]), for n  =  0 ,1 , . . . ,  ^  — 1 we proceed 
as described below.

•  Advection-diffusion step: fin d  uj)+1 G such that fo r  a ll vp G X/,,

i « 1 - u J , v 1) +  - l ( V u r , ,V v ,.)

=  J 2 f  [ K ' v ) u£]-W dx -  (sh^h)  +  (fn+1, w ) . (1.20)
T£ThJr

Here f n+1 =  f | t=tn+1.

•  Projection step: find  u jj+1 G V /j such that fo r  a ll G V /j,

( u r i - u r i , v , ) = 0. ( i . 2 i )

A fte r u j[+1 is computed, correct the pressure gradient g))+1 G Y ^, so tha t

y.n+l _  n n+l
g r 1 -  S l =  --/L- A t h . (1.22)

Note: the computation of (1.22) is not considered a separate step, since 
i t  does not require the solution of a linear system. Moreover, the pressure 
gradient is computed only weakly, tested in  X/j.

The quantity  gj) is indeed an approximation for the pressure gradient. To 
see this, consider an alternative form ulation of the projection step (1.21): find
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u ^+1 G Y h  and  ^ +1 G Qh such tha t fo r  a ll V/* G and qh G Qh,,

(u r1 -  < +1,v „ )  -  A t  W v - v „ , C ‘ dx =  0,

£ / v "rdT. J T

T€Th' (1.23)
qh dx =  0.

T€Th'

I f  we set ^ +1 =  p ^ 1 ~Ph, we see tha t gJJ is the Riesz representation in  Y h  of 
the linear form

Y fe 9 vh ^  ^ 2  ( y -V h P l dx G M.
r e r / T

This scheme can be extended to a ro tational pressure-correction scheme by 
m odifying the gradient correction equation (1.22) as follows:

jxn+l _  |,ri-|-l i
s r ’ - g g -  "  A t  * + 7 f e V - a r !  (1-24)

The added divergence also acts as a stabilization term  at higher Reynolds 
numbers and is less significant at lower ones.

This a lgorithm  does not yield a proper pressure approximation. This is 
not surprising, since the general theory requires the spaces and Q h  to be 
inf-sup stable, which is not the case here. The numerical results also con
firm  tha t the Lagrange m u ltip lie r q̂  in  (1.23) ( if  computed) does not give a 
consistent approximation for the pressure correction. Therefore, the pressure 
must be computed separately in  a postprocessing step. The solution we pro
pose involves a Poisson problem, which adds to  the computational cost of the 
algorithm; nevertheless, consistent pressure is not required by the algorithm  
itse lf and doesn’t  have to  be computed at every timestep, but only i f  and when 
needed.

Consider the space of P i continuous pressures

M h  =  19ft. e Qh\r G P i, V r e % ,  Jqh dx =  0 j .
We solve the problem: fin d  p^+1 G M h  such that fo r  a ll qh G M h ,

( V p r 1, V q h) =  - i -  « +1 -  u»h , V q h)
A t

1
l ie

f (n  x V  x u)(+1) - Vqh ds +  ( f n+1; V qh) , (1.25) 
JdQ.

9
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where n is the un it outer normal vector to Q. This equation is derived from 
the momentum equation (1.1) (less an advection term), tested w ith  V qh- The 
surface integral is a result of integration by parts of the diffusion term. We 
first apply the Helmholtz identity, taking in to account the fact tha t the exact 
velocity is solenoidal, then integrate by parts, using the fact tha t any gradient 
is irrota tiona l:

/  V 2u -Vqh dx =  /  [V (V-u)]-V<7/i dx — /  [VxVxuj-Vg/, dx 
Jn Jn Jn

=  — j  (V x u )-(V x  Vqh) d x — (V x u) x (Vg/,)n ds
Jn Jon

=  — / (n x V x u  )-Vqhds.
Jdn

Finally, u”+1 is used to  approximate the exact velocity.

Velocity-correction scheme. The ideas presented above, applied to the 
velocity-correction schemes discussed in  [39], yield the sp litting  procedure out
lined below. Assuming u° is a proper approximation of the in it ia l condition 
u0, we proceed as follows.

•  Projection step: find uj[+1 G Y^ andp^+1 G Qh such that fo r  all G Y^ 
and qh G Qh,

1
A t W  -  < v „ )  -  £  jf jT 'v -v *  = (f”+1, v j

Y  [ V -aJ+ V  dx =  0.
r£Th T

reTh"

-  ((a;-v)uj,v») -  T  ( v a ; , w k) , (i.26)

•  Correction step: f ind uj[+1 G X /j such that fo r  all Vh £ X/j ,

T  ( a y  _ a;,vt ) + T  (v a y 1, vv,.) = (r+'.v,,)

-  «aj-v) as, v„) + (pj+1, v -v») . (1.27)

We m odify slightly the correction step to  remove the pressure from it. 
Notice tha t the firs t equation in  (1.26) is also true in  X ^, since i t  is a subspace 
of Yh- This allows us to  subtract from (1.27) the momentum equation in

10
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(1.26) to arrive at the following equivalent correction step: fin d  € X *  
such that fo r  a ll G X ^,

~  +  i -  (V  ( u r 1 -  < )  , V v „ )  =  0. (1.28)

Having done this, we can now rewrite the projection step (1.26) in  solenoidal 
form: find  ujj+1 G Y h such that fo r  a ll \h  G

^ « +1 =  ( P + ' . v J - f f u i v K . v j - i - f v a j . v v j )  (1.29)

We treat the advection terms exp lic itly  in  order to keep the matrices sym
m etric and thus be able to  apply the fast conjugate gradient method. O f 
course, this scheme is only conditionally stable. Unconditional s tab ility  can 
be achieved by using a sem i-implicit advection (see [39]). In  this case, the 
projection step remains the same, while the correction step becomes: find  
uj[+1 G Xft such that fo r  a ll G X^,

^  W  -  < +1. v») + 2 - (v (a;+1 -  u j ) , V v,.)

+  ( K . V ) « +1- u J ) , v l ) = 0  (1.30)

1.4 Error analysis
The innovative idea in the proposed schemes concerns the solution of the 
generalized Stokes equation. For th is reason, we w ill allow ourselves to  om it 
the nonlinear advection term  from the analysis. The analysis presented here 
is nearly direct application of the general framework developed in  [36, 34, 33]. 
For s im plic ity  we only consider the case of homogeneous D irich let boundary 
conditions. We also assume tha t the boundary of the domain 0  is smooth.

Preliminaries. For clarity, and following the notation used in  [36], we define 
the divergence operators B>t : X /, —>■ Qh and Ch '■ Y h  —> Qh such tha t

(B hv h, qh) =  (V -V fc , qh) Yvh G X h, qh G Q h,  (1-31)

{Chv h, Qh) =  ' ^ 2  dx Vvfe G Y h, qh G Qh- (1-32)

The proofs of the error estimates rely on the spaces X ^  and Qh satisfying 
a uniform  inf-sup condition. I t  is clear tha t th is is not the case here. We 
assume tha t a subspace Qh C Qh exists such tha t the pair (X/j, Qh) is inf-sup

11
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stable. We also assume the existence of an orthogonal complement of Qh, i.e. 
a space Qh such tha t ( fi/W /i, 9/0 =  0 for all qh G Qh and all W  G X/,. The 
existence of such subspaces has been established on the so called cross-grid 
(see, for example, [7]).

We now consider the following interpolation problem: given u(t) and p (t), 
t G [0, T ] ,  fin d  w h it) G ~Kh and <jh(t) G Qh such that fo r  a ll W  G and a ll
Th £ Qh,

(Vwfc(t),  V v h) -  (qh(t), V-v/ , ) =  (V u ( t ) ,  V v h) -  {p ( t ) ,V -v h) , 

( V - w fc( i ) , r /0  =  (V -u (£ ) , r ft)

I f  (u(£),p(f ))  is the exact solution of (1.1) and (1.2), then u (t) is solenoidal, 
subsequently w h(t) is pointwise divergence free. The existence of such piece- 
wise linear interpolant for the velocity is v ita l for the convergence proof; how
ever, i t  has only been proved for cross grids. Moreover, i t  is known tha t on 
diagonal grids the only divergence-free velocity in X/, is tr iv ia l: w h(t) =  0, 
and the analysis presented here cannot be applied. In  section 1.5.5 we present 
numerical evidence, showing tha t the scheme performs optim ally on diago
nal grids. This leads us to believe tha t the optim al error estimates can be 
extended to  general grids, although the rigorous establishment of such claim 
remains elusive.

L e m m a  1.1 (see [36, lemma 5.1]). Let the solution (u ( f ) ,p ( f ) )  o f (1.1), (1.2) 
satisfy the regularity conditions u (t) G H 2 f l V q and p (t) G H 1 f l  L 2/M  fo r  
t G [0, T\. I f  Qh is a cross-grid, then there is a positive constant c independent 
o f h such that

||u(t) -  Wh(t)\\0 +  h ||u (i) -  W hty lh  +  h ||p [t)  -  qh{ t ) ||0

< c h 2 ( \ \ u ( t ) \ \ 2  + (1.34)

Error estim ates for the velocity. We need to verify tha t ( f [  is uniform ly 
continuous w ith  respect to  the norm in  H 1 (see [34, proposition 2.1]). For this 
purpose we define the projection 11̂  : L 1 Qh such tha t for q G L l ,

(Fthq, r h) =  (q, r h) G Qh-

Lemma 1.2. There is a positive constant c independent o f h such that

| |C ^ n hg ||0 <  c 11̂ 11, V<7 G H 1.

12
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Proof. According to the defin ition of Ch, the following holds true:

\ \C % n hq \ \ l  =  { C lU hq, C lU hq)0 =  ~  E  / ^ q V -CTh Tlhq dx
reThJr

E  f  U hq ( C % n hq ) - n d s .
r e r h J 3r

For each internal face j \  G Thu we denote by g* the mean value of the restriction 
of q to  / j .  Let q be the function on Thu whose value on / ;  equals g*. On each 
in terior face / j ,  we have (see [15, Hypothesis H.2 and Example 4])

/  g i f v - n j  ds =  0 Vv G Y h,
J f i

and on each boundary face we have

j  giV-ni ds =  0 Vv G Y ft,

due to D irich let boundary conditions. The symbol [v-rp] denotes the jum p of 
the normal component of v . Therefore,

\\C%nhq\\l =  - E  /  ( n hq - q ) { C Z n hq )-n d s
r&rh JdT

— E  — 1̂1 l 2(8t) IK ftn /ig ||i2 (aT) •
reTh

Now, using the mesh regularity together w ith  standard scaling arguments and 
Deny-Lions lemma, we infer tha t

K M j  <  E cfcl/2w i * ‘ w ' “' 1/2llc 'l 'n » « I U r )
T€Th

<  c Ik lk  l|C/Tn^g||0 .

The proof is complete. □

X
A  fLet E  be a norrned space w ith  norm ||-|L, and let a11 G E  for n — 0 , . . . ,

We denote

1/2
T /  A t

n  112
e?(E)  ~  | L* v 11“  We I > nu I \e°°(E)

n —0

|u 11̂ 2 rJ7", — I A t  ^  [ ||a ||p I , lln ILooi’pn — max ||u
0 < n < T  /  A t

13
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Theorem 1.3. Let the solution (u ( t) ,p ( t) )  o f (1.1), (1.2) satisfy the regularity 
conditions u(f) € H 2 f l  Vg and p ( t) G H 1 f l  L 2/ R  fo r  t  G [0,T]. There is a 
positive constant c independent o f h such that the velocity approximations 
and Ufr produced by scheme (1.20), (1.21) satisfy

llu "  -  u £ l l ^ (L 2) +  ||u" -  < | | £00(L2) <  c(h2 +  A t) ,

IK - u£IU(Hi) - c i h +  A t )-
Proof. The proof follows [33, 36, 34] closely. □

Convergence of the continuous approximation of the pressure. In
this paragraph we prove the optim al convergence of the pressure produced at 
the postprocessing step (1.25). Denote e% =  un — u£ and e f =  un — u£. We 
w ill use the following result.

Lemma 1.4 (see [36, lemma 5.6]). I f  the algorithm  (1.20), (1.21) is properly 
initialized, then

I I ^ K  - e £ lU ( H i )  ^  c A t(A t +  h).

The accuracy of the P i approximation for the pressure is subject to  the 
following error estimate.

Theorem 1.5. Under the assumptions o f theorem 1.3 and lemma 1.4, there 
is a positive constant c independent o f h such that the solution p \  G Mh of 
(1.25) satisfies

WPn ~  Ph\\p(Lyn) ^  c (A t +  h).

Proof. We take the exact momentum equation (1.1) at tim e level tn+1 and test 
i t  w ith  Vqh, for qh G Mh- A fte r ignoring the advection term  and integrating by 
parts the diffusion term  (the same way as we did in  the derivation of (1.25)), 
we arrive at

(V P"+' , V , ft) =  - ( ^ , V , » )

~ T T  f  (n x  V  x u n+1) - Vqh ds +  (fn+1, V ^ )  . (1.35) 
-fte Jan

Subtracting (1.25) from (1.35) produces

(V(p-+1 - p r ‘).V*) = - P  (ej+1 -e2,v,„)
1 r  f  f) nn~̂  — nn \

“ * L ( n X V X S r l ) ' V ® * “   A i - K  ■ (L36)

14
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Let p^+1 be the piecewise linear Lagrange interpolant of pn+1, which clearly 
satisfies

\\V (pn+1- p nh+1)\\Q< c h .  (1.37)

We denote the error in  the pressure by e^+1 =  p^+1 ~Ph+1- Incorporating e^+1 
in to (1.36), we have

( V c r ' . V ® )  =  ~  (e j+1 - e J . V , , )  - ± - J  ( B X V x S ? 1 ) - V q h  i s

{ r?un+1 u 77'-*-  ̂ — i i n \
1 v 9j - ( v r - r ) , v ^ ) .  (i.38)\  d t A t

Obviously s^+1 E Mh, so we are allowed to  set qh =  s)(+1 in  (1.38) to  obtain

W n + l  Ip  _
=  ~ a 7 ( ‘

.n + l
h ii A t \^h

( <9u"+1 u n+1 — iT

•V e ‘ +1) - 4 ; /  ( n x V x e J + G V e r 1 *«e Jan

■ dt A t
,Ve;n + l ( V ^ - p ^ . V e r 1) .  (1.39)

Now we apply the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality on every term  in  the right-hand 
side:

l l v e r f s i i i s y

+

— e

<9un+1 u n+1 — u n

n + l  | _ n + l |
h l lL 2(an ) II V c h HL2(aO)

|Ve):+1| +  ||V (p ’l+ 1 -p )*+1)|| ||V e\ (1.40)
d t A t

The last equation, together w ith  (1.37), lemma 1.4 and inverse inequality yield

IVe?+1!|I v h 11 o ci^At T  h T  h 1 II ~ n + l |
J- (1.41)

This result, together w ith  theorem 1.3 and a standard dua lity  argument give 
optim al estimate in  L 2 norm:

le^+1 IL2( l2) ^  c (A t +  h). □

1.5 Im plem entation in two spatial dim ensions
In  th is  sec tio n  N = 2.

15
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x0 h XI
fig u re  1: Reference triangular element w ith local indices of nodes and faces.

1.5.1 General remarks

I t  was already mentioned in  1.3.1 tha t we m aintain a grid Qh consisting of 
nodes, faces and elements.

The nodes consist of two coordinates and a boundary condition code, and 
each node is assigned a global index starting from 0. Nodes in  the in terior of 
f l  are assigned indices from 0 to Njqi — 1, and boundary nodes (the ones where 
essential boundary condition is prescribed) get the highest indices, from  N ^ i 
to  N n  — 1. This is done to  facilitate the im position of boundary conditions.

Whenever we need to invert a m a trix  A, where essential boundary con
ditions are prescribed, we replace the equations corresponding to  boundary 
nodes w ith  equations tha t have one on the main diagonal and the prescribed 
value in  the right-hand side. These equations don’t  actually need to be solved, 
and we don’t  store them. We store the rest of the m atrix  in  two parts -  the 
main part is square and corresponds to the in terior nodes and the other part 
corresponds to  rows of in terior nodes and columns of boundary nodes. We 
m u ltip ly  the prescribed boundary values by the second m atrix , subtract the 
result from the right-hand side, and invert the first sub-m atrix as demonstrated 
below.

f  An f  X A  _  /  Fi \  f  X i =  A u (Fi — An,XbXOnd.)
\  0 I  J \  W>/ \  W.cond./ ^ Xh =  W.coikI.

Each element in  the grid contains three nodes and three faces. The nodes 
have local indices 0, 1 and 2, going in  counter-clockwise direction. The local 
indices of faces are assigned so tha t face i  is always opposite node i  (Figure 1). 
We do not allow an element to have all of its nodes on the boundary.

The faces in  the grid contain two nodes and two elements. The node 
w ith  smaller global index is always taken firs t (local index 0). The faces are 
sorted by the indices of the ir nodes. Because the nodes are sorted so tha t 
boundary nodes have larger indices, the faces on the boundary of f l  w ill have 
largest indices as well. The two element indices stored w ith  each face are 
the elements to  which th is face belongs and are taken in  no particular order.

16
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Faces on the boundary belong to  only one element. We also m aintain two un it 
vectors associated w ith  each face -  tangent and normal. The tangent is always 
the vector pointing from  node 0 towards node 1, normalized to un it length. 
The normal vector is computed by ro tating  the tangent vector by f  clockwise. 
W ith  this setup, i t  is easy to  obtain the outer normal vector to the side i  of 
an element: we take the normal vector to the face w ith  local index i  and flip  
its sign if, and only if, the global index of node [( i +  1) mod 3] is greater than 
the global index of node [(* +  2) mod 3].

The local mass matrices of the two-dimensional Crouzeix-Raviart elements 
are diagonal. This is due to  the fact tha t the interpolation nodes (the m id
points of the faces) are also the nodes of a Gaussian quadrature formula, which 
is exact for integration of second degree polynomials in a triangle. As a result, 
the global mass m a trix  is also diagonal -  th is fact w ill play a significant role 
in  the implementation of the projection.

The implementation of any computation involving the standard P i element 
is straightforward. Moreover, often in  a projection method the bulk of the 
computational tim e is used in  the projection step. Thus, as we try  to  speed 
up the solution, we w ill allocate most of our efforts to finding the fastest 
projection algorithm. Frequently, the projection step is implemented as a 
Poisson problem for the pressure. In  our setting, this is not straightforward, 
as the pressure is discontinuous. In  the following sections we discuss and 
compare several possibilities. We w ill consider (1.21) and (1.23), although 
extension to  (1.26) and (1.29) is direct.

In  the sequel, we w ill denote by the usual Lagrangian interpola
tion basis of the P i element. There is one basis function associated w ith  each 
node in  the grid:

Vi\r e p i V r € Th,

^ ( x j )  =  Sij V x je N h -

Any u/j € X /t can be w ritten  as

N n - 1

fi/l =  ^   ̂ T  Uy^Gy <£>j, (1.42)
i = 0

where ex and ey are the un it vectors in  direction x and y respectively, and Ux  ̂
and Uyj are the values of the x  and y components of u h at node X; e Mh- 

Similarly, we w ill use 1° denote the Lagrangian interpolation
basis of the Crouzeix-Raviart element. This tim e the functions correspond to

17
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faces:

Tpi\r  G P i 

M mj) = 5a
V r E Th, 

yrrij E M h-

The expansion o f Uj, E in  this Crouzeix-Raviart basis reads

N p  — l

u h =  J 2  [U* f e* +  Uy f ev] ^
i=0

where U£R and U yR are the x and y components of at the m idpoint m* of 
face f i  E Th- Since C Y ^ , we can also w rite  the expansion of CR in  the 
{ ip i}  basis:

n f - i

<v = £  «
i=0

j C R  + f j C R  
; x,t  ' u y,i W (1.43)

UCR can be evaluated easily as the average of the values of U at the two 
endpoints of the corresponding face. A lternatively, the expansions in  Crouzeix- 
Raviart basis can be w ritten  in  terms of tangential and normal components 
as

N F - l

W  =  +  Un Rni] VA
i=0 

JVF -1

i=0
=  \ ^ i \  +  U n fn i VC

(1.44)

(1.45)

The linear system resulting from the projection substep of any of the pro
jection algorithms described above can be resolved in  several different ways. 
We considered the following three possibilities.

1.5.2 Lagrange multipliers

W ith  the pressure being piecewise constant and the velocity being piecewise 
linear, the incompressibility constraint actually imposes the requirement tha t 
the divergence of the velocity must be identically 0 in  each element. We 
formulate the following constrained m inim ization problem: find  E Y/, such 
that,

' I w  -  Uft.ll — > m in
r  ( i.46)

V -u h dx =  0 V T £ T h. v '

18
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We introduce one Lagrange m u ltip lie r Ar for each element r  E Th and solve 
the following: find  E Y h and constants \ T, r  £%_ such that:

u h - u h\\ +  J 2 K  N - u h d x — > m in . (1-47)
J  tT€Th

This problem is equivalent to (1.23), i f  we define

=  (L48)A t ^

where 1T is the indicator function of the element r .  The problem (1.47) leads 
to  the following linear system, w ritten  in terms of normal and tangential com
ponents:

'M  0 0 \  ( U f iR\  (M U ? R\
0 M  D T \ \U C R =  M U ° r ■ (1-49)
0 D  0 J  \  A J  \  0 /

In  (1.49) M  is the diagonal mass m a trix  of Crouzeix-Raviart and D  is the 
m a trix  of the discrete divergence operator. I t  is clear tha t the tangential 
components are decoupled from the system:

U f R =  U f R,

SWD-CT)*
We impose the boundary conditions on the normal components by replacing 
the corresponding equations:

'M i 0 D f \  /U f iR\  ( M U ™
0 I  0 \ \ u g R =  0ZR | . (1.51)

D i D b 0 J  V A )  V 0

To avoid solving a saddle point problem by the slow Uzawa iteration, we 
construct the Schur complement of M i by m u ltip ly ing  the firs t row by D iM f i1, 
the second row by D &, and subtracting both from the last row.

V C R  =  f j C R

ttC R  __ f r C R  
u nb ~  u nb,

( 1 .5 2 )
0 - D . M ^ D T )  V A J \ - D U £ r )  ■

19
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Now i t  is clear tha t the solution of the problem is given by

(1.53)

Unlike other projection methods w ith  discontinuous pressure, we can construct 
the Schur complement S =  D iM ^ D f  explicitly, due to the fact tha t M  
is diagonal. This saves us the time norm ally needed to invert M j on every 
itera tion of the conjugate gradient method.

The m a trix  S is singular, because we imposed a boundary condition on 
U CR tha t prescribes the to ta l divergence of u/,, according to

This makes the side constraints imposed by the A-s linearly dependent. I f  
we set the divergence to 0 in  all elements but one, the divergence in  this 
last element is assigned by the boundary condition. The remedy is simply to 
remove the last row and the last column from the m atrix. The new m atrix  
has dimensions (N t  — 1) x (TVt  — 1) and is symmetric and positive definite. 
In  order to obtain a divergence-free solution, we must always ensure tha t the 
boundary condition satisfies

1.5.3 Inter-elem ental multipliers

In  th is section we consider the linear system in  (1.50) and solve i t  by relaxing 
the natural continu ity on the velocity flux through element boundaries and 
imposing i t  via  an additional set of side constraints. This approach to the

The vector fields in  Z/j are piecewise linear in  each element and in  general 
completely discontinuous across element boundaries. is the divergence-

(1.54)

(1.55)

solution of Poisson problems is w idely used w ith  mixed methods for e llip tic 
problems, as described in  [7, p. 178].

Let us define the following functional spaces:

Z h =  { u h E L2| u h\T € P f ,V r  G % }  , 

W h =  { u h € Z h\ (V-Ufc)|T =  0, V r G % } .

(1.56)

(1.57)
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free subspace of Z/j. Let u/j G Zh- Since functions in  Zh are piecewise linear, 
they have three degrees of freedom per element, i.e. d im Z /j =  3N ?■ For the 
sake of convenience, we place the degrees of freedom in  the m idpoints of the 
sides, thus on each in terior m  G M h ,  each component of w ill have two 
values -  one for each element containing m. We w ill use [u ^ m *)] to  indicate 
the jumps of at points m* G M h , rrii £ dQ.

Let us now introduce the following notation for the Lagrangian interpola
tion  basis of Z h: for each element r  G Th and for each element face i  G {0 ,1 ,2 } ,  
we have one basis function such tha t

Vv,i|r =  0 V f ^ t , t g T 4, 

f i r , i \ r  G P i w ith  ^ Tli ( m TJ) =  8 ij,

where m Tj , j  G {0,1, 2} are the m idpoints of the sides o f r .  Here and for the 
remainder of this section, subscript ‘r , V refers to  side i  G {0 ,1 ,2 }  of element 
t  G Th. Since the inclusions c Y / , c Z f ,  hold, we can w rite  the expansions 
of u h and iq, in  the tangent-normal basis of Z/p

2

U/j ^  (Ut,T,At,2 T  {1 .58 )
r e T h i = 0 

2

U/i ^   ̂ (U t . r  ,A r ,i ~F (1 .59 )
rS T h i=0

The projection step can be w ritten  as the following m in im ization problem 
in  Z h'- fin d  G Z h such that

||uft -  U/JI — > min,

J V  u h dx =  0 Mr £ T h, (1.60)

[u ft(m j)] =  0 Vrm £ M h,m i <£ d fl.

A fte r introducing Lagrange m ultip liers AT as in  section 1.5.2, and two more 
sets of Lagrange m ultip liers a t}Tni and anfni to enforce continuity of the tan
gential and normal components respectively, we arrive at the following equiv
alent unconstrained formulation: find  G Z h and constants AT,ott,mi and 

T G Th, n ii G A4h, rrii ^  dQ such that

||Ufc -  Uft.ll +  E Ar /  V  • u h dx
t£Th J t
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+  [u ^(m *)] -U +  Oin,rrn j u ^ m * ) ] - n ^ — > m in  . (1.61)
rriieMh

Sim ilarly to (1.50), we can see tha t the tangential components are decou
pled from the other unknowns and are unchanged by the projection. The 
remaining linear system for the normal components is

(1.62)

where M  and D  are respectively the mass m a trix  and the divergence operator 
in  Z/j, and C  is a m a trix  of the “jum p” operator. A t firs t glance, this system 
seems much worse to solve than (1.50), but we shall see tha t i t  can be greatly 
simplified.

Let us firs t look at the problem

f  Z )  ( a )  -  ( *< ? “ ) •  <L63)

Each row of D corresponds to  one element r  and has nonzero entries only in  
the three columns corresponding to  the faces of r .  The mass m a trix  is block 
diagonal, w ith  3 x 3  blocks on the diagonal being the local Crouzeix-Raviart 
mass matrices of the elements in  7^. Thus (1.63) actually consists of NT 
independent problems of local projections -  one for each element. The local 
projection is a 4 x 4 system in the form

I Z ) Ct)=( M t - j  ■ <l64>
which can be inverted easily. We can w rite  the solution for t / „ iT symbolically 
as

Un,T =  V r U n ,r, (1 -65)

where V T is the m a trix  of the projection in  span-fn^^/v.tH =  0 ,1 ,2 }  onto its 
divergence-free subspace. I f  r  has a face on <912, we impose the boundary 
condition in  the local system (1.64), and the resulting local projection m atrix  
accounts for it. These 3 x 3  local projection matrices can be assembled into 
one block diagonal m a trix  V  of the projection in  Z/, onto W/,. Thus

Un =  V U n (1.66)
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is the velocity solution of (1.63).
Now we go back to (1.62) and apply the same approach to  elim inate A. 

The system reduces to

(1.67)

Obviously, the equations for A are now decoupled:

( I  VCT\  (U n\  (v u n
V c  0 J \A nJ V 0

Using the Schur complement of I , we express the solution as

An =  (<OVCT)~ l CVUn,

Un = r  (un -  c TAn) .

(1.68)

(1.69)

The Schur complement S =  CVCT can be constructed explicitly, since V is 
block diagonal and C has a very simple structure -  it  has two nonzero entries 
in  each row: 1 and —1. S is symmetric, even though the m a trix  V is not. 
The local projection m a trix  is not symmetric for elements having a face on the 
boundary. Regardless, S is symmetric, since the columns of C corresponding 
to  boundary faces contain all zeros, effectively e lim inating asymmetric rows 
and columns of V from the Schur complement.

The m a trix  S has dimensions equal to  the number of in terior faces, which is 
significantly greater than the dimension of the system in  the previous section. 
In  the two-dimensional case we have N F «  |A fT . Numerical simulations show 
tha t S inverts slightly faster than S from section 1.5.2, w ith  greater advantage 
on finer grids. I t  seems possible tha t S may have better conditioning than 
S, whose condition number behaves as O ( p ) ;  this may be due to  the fact 
tha t the entries of S depend on /i as O ( l ) .  This conjecture is inspired by our 
computational experience; its rigorous investigation is beyond the scope of the 
current study.

1.5.4 Solenoidal approach

In  this section we construct an explic it basis of V /j and use i t  to solve (1.21) 
directly. Divergence-free elements were first constructed by Crouzeix [14] and 
Thomasset [85]. See also [17, p. 295] for a more general derivation.
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X 2 , V i

X \ , V

Figure 2: Triangular element w ith  Crouzeix-Raviart and divergence-free degrees of free
dom.

Local basis. Let us firs t consider one element r  G ~ all indices used in 
this paragraph are local to  r  (Figure 2.) We have six Crouzeix-Raviart basis 
functions -  three tangential and three normal:

Y  = toV’o, ti-01, t 2^2, noV’o, n iVh, n 2^ 2

We seek functions i/, which are the ir linear combinations, i.e.

i= 0

and satisfy the incompressibility constraint

J \7  -v dx =  0.

Substitute (1.71) in to (1.72) and calculate

/  V i s d x  =  d i /  V - ( t jV 'i)  d x  +  bi /  V - ( n j ^ )
j  T J t J ti= 0 

2

E
i= 0  

2 2

EE
i= 0  j= 0

/  (tjV ’i) -n  (is +  ^  /  (rijV’i) -n d s  
J  <9r  J dr

•% /  ^ ( t r w )  h  /  ( j j ( n i ' i i j )  ds
J ft J fi

(1.70)

(1.71)

(1.72)
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2 2

= £ £
2=0 j=0

cii(ti-iij) / ds+̂ rij-nj) / ipi ds
Jfs

= £
i=0

2

= £
i=0

a-i (tj-n*) |/ i| + 6 i (ni -ni) |/;| 
= o  =1

aj0 +  6 i| / i|

Here { f i } j =0 are the faces of r ,  and \ f j\  denotes the length of /) . Therefore, 
the m a trix  of the divergence operator in  spanT  in  the basis (1.70) is a 1 x 6 
m a trix  given by

Dt =

The vector of coefficients

o , o , o , | / o U / i U / 2 | (1.73)'

a o ,a i,a 2, b Q, b i M

of every divergence-free function v  belongs to the kernel of D r . I t  is not hard 
to  establish tha t ker D T is spanned by the following vectors:

1 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0,0  

0 , 1, 0 , 0 , 0,0

0 , 0 , 1, 0 , 0,0

0 0 0 0 —  — 1
\ j l \  I /  21 ■

0"0’ 0' r n - r 7 7 ' °l/o l I / l l

The firs t three vectors give the tangential basis functions, which are divergence- 
free and w ill be used in  the basis of V ^ . We denote

Vt,i =  i e  {0,1 ,2 } . (1.75)

O f course, ker D T has dimension 5 and we can see clearly tha t the last 
three vectors in (1.74) are linearly dependent. They give us the following
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Figure  3: Two dimensional divergence-free basis function associated with a node.

divergence-free functions

(1.76)

any two of which are linearly independent.
Notice in (1.76) tha t the normal basis functions are combined in  a way

which ensures tha t the in flux  through one face is exactly canceled by the out- 
flux  through another face, guaranteeing mass conservation. Also, we have 
assigned indices to  i / n^ deliberately so tha t the function has, in  its defi
n ition  above, the two faces containing node i, and the signs are such tha t the 
normals go counter-clockwise around the node.

G lo b a l basis. The six divergence-free functions in (1-75) and (1.76) are the 
restrictions to r  of the global divergence-free basis functions, which we w ill 
define next. I t  is clear tha t the tangential functions in  the Crouzeix-Raviart 
basis of Yfc can also be used in  the basis of V ^:

Here we work on the whole grid and the indices are global.
W hat remains, is to  construct the rest of the basis functions of as linear 

combinations of the normal Crouzeix-Raviart basis functions. Following our 
insight from  the local basis, we w ill construct one function for each grid node 
(see Figure 3):

” t,i =  Uipi, 0 <  i  <  N f . (1.77)

n f - i

(1.78)
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where

£ jj —

0, i f  face i  does not contain node j ,

1, i f  goes counter-clockwise around node j ,

— 1, i f  n* goes clockwise around node j .

(1.79)

I t  is tr iv ia l to verify tha t the restriction of any of the functions defined 
in  (1.78) to  an element is either 0 or one of the functions in  (1.76), which 
is sufficient to conclude tha t u nj  G for all j  G {0,.  .. N n  — 1}. Also, 
we calculate the dimension of as the dimension of Y k minus the number 
of constraints. Taking in to account Euler’s formula relating the numbers of 
nodes, faces, and elements in  a grid (N ^  — Np  +  Np =  1), we derive

d im V h  =  d im Y h N t 2 Np — Np — Np T  N n  — 1. (1.80)

Therefore, u t^ and b>n j are one too many. I t  is clear tha t the tangential com
ponents are linearly independent, thus the normal divergence-free functions 
must be linearly dependent. I f  we remove any one of them, the rest are lin 
early independent and, together w ith  the tangential components, form  a basis 
of Yh- A  proof of th is fact can be found in  [17, p. 307].

Again, the tangential components are decoupled and left unchanged by 
the projection. The m a trix  of the system for the normal components can be 
assembled in the usual way from local mass matrices of the divergence-free 
basis. To obtain a local m atrix, we m u ltip ly  the standard Crouzeix-Raviart 
local mass m a trix  on the left and on the righ t by the local coefficients m atrix, 
which has rows equal to  the vectors in (1.74):

M ?  =  N TM TN j , (1.81)

where

AL =

(  0
£0,1

i / i i
£1,0 0
L/ol
£2,0 £2,1

K \ m I a T

gp,2 \

l/al
£1,2
ih \

0 /

(1.82)

Boundary conditions on the normal components are prescribed by the fol
lowing iterative procedure. We start by choosing one boundary node and 
prescribing value 0 for the coefficient of its v nji. This is how we remove the 
linearly dependent function. Then we traverse the boundary faces going in
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Figure 4: Sample 4x4 grid.

one direction around f l.  One of the nodes on the current face w ill have its 
coefficient already assigned. The other one we compute so tha t the normal 
boundary condition on the face is satisfied, f t  is easy to see tha t i f  the bound
ary condition satisfies (1.55), then, when we get back to  the starting node, we 
w ill get a value equal to 0. Unfortunately, i t  is not possible to impose bound
ary conditions, i f  the domain is not simply connected, or i f  there are parts of 
d f l w ith  D irich let boundary conditions separated by boundary conditions of 
different types.

The size of the m a trix  tha t we need to invert for the projection is equal 
to  the number of in terior nodes, which is by far the smallest of the three sug
gested implementations. Moreover, i t  is also the fastest to resolve, significantly 
im proving the time of the inter-elemental multip liers, as well as the tim e of 
the elemental m ultip liers. The solenoidal approach is our method of choice, 
w ith  the only lim ita tion  possibly coming from the boundary conditions.

1.5.5 Numerical results

The performance of the proposed scheme was evaluated w ith  a series of numer
ical experiments. A ll tests discussed in  this section, unless otherwise specified, 
were performed using the firs t order in tim e pressure-correction scheme. The 
grids we used were produced by subdividing the domain in to squares and d i
vid ing each square in to  eight triangles using the two diagonals and two lines 
connecting the m idpoints of opposite sides of the squares. A  sample 4 x 4  grid 
is illustra ted in  Figure 4.

We start w ith  a comparison of the three implementations of the projec
tion  step. The test example is the analytic solution discussed in  the next 
paragraph, solved for 100 timesteps w ith  A t  =  0.01. The computations were 
performed w ithou t advection (time-dependent Stokes problem), since we are 
interested only in  the performance of the projection step, and the advection 
does not play a role in  it. We ran the same test using Lagrange multipliers,
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Table 1: Com parison of th ree im plem entations of the projection step in two dimensions. 
C PU  tim es are given in seconds.

LM IM DF
grid dim iters CPU dim iter CPU dim iter CPU

16 x 16 511 180 <0.001 736 95 <0.001 225 40 <0.001
32 x 32 2047 360 0.03 3008 195 0.03 961 80 <0.001
64 x 64 8191 720 0.39 12160 390 0.34 3969

OOi—1 0.03
128 x 128 32767 1410 4.4 48896 775 4.6 16129 310 0.36
256 x 256 131071 2800 43 196096 1550 37 65025 610 4.7

L M  -  Lag ra n ge  m u lt ip l ie rs  (1 .5 .2)
IM  -  In te r-e le m e n ta l m u lt ip l ie rs  (1 .5 .3 ) 
D F  -  d ive rgence -free  basis (1 .5 .4)

inter-elemental m ultip liers, and divergence-free basis on five different grids and 
recorded the average number of iterations and the average CPU tim e needed 
for the projection step in each case. In  a ll cases the linear system was inverted 
by a conjugate gradient method. Table 1 outlines the results. We see tha t 
the inter-elemental m ultip liers give slightly improved times as the number of 
iterations is about half of tha t of the Lagrange multip liers, while the number of 
unknowns approaches 1.5 times the number of Lagrange m ultip liers as the grid 
gets finer. Using the divergence-free basis, on the other hand, gives both the 
smallest system (dimension is less than half of tha t of Lagrange m ultip liers) 
and the smallest number o f iterations (around 40% of tha t of inter-elemental 
m u ltip lie rs), which u ltim a te ly  leads to  tremendous reduction in  computational 
times. In  view of these results, all remaining tests in this section were per
formed using the divergence-free basis.

Convergence tests. We confirmed the convergence of the scheme by run
ning a convergence test using an analytic solution given by

u =  s in xs in (y  +  t), v =  cosxcos(y +  t), p =  cosx sin(y + 1). (1.83)

The problem was solved for t G [0,5] in  the square [0, l ]  x  [0, l ]  w ith  in i
t ia l and boundary conditions given by the exact solution, and a source term  
prescribed to  satisfy the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations at Reynolds 
number Re =  100. Figure 5 presents the error of the computed velocity in 
£2(L 2) -norm plotted versus the timestep for a variety of grids. The graph ind i
cates first-order accuracy in  time. The flattening observed at small timesteps 
is due to  the saturation of the spatial error. The graphs in  Figure 6 present 
the error in  the velocity in  I 2 (L 2)- and the £2 (H 1) -norms versus h for a variety 
of timesteps. As anticipated, the error in  the velocity is second-order in  space 
in  L 2-norm and first-order in LU-norm.
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0.001 0.01 0.014

Figure 5: E rror in velocity in £2(L2)-norm  versus the tim e step At, T  =  5, R e =  100, for 
a  variety of grid sizes.

2.0xl0_:i

-03

-03

0.1 0.3 0.1 0.40.01

Figure 6: E rror in velocity in £2(L2)-norm (left) and £2( i l 1)-norm (right) versus the grid 
size h, T  =  5, R e  =  100, for a variety of tim e steps.
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Table 2: Com parison of the  £2(L 2) and ^ ( H 1) -norms of the velocity error for different 
tim e steps, A t, and different meshsize h\ Reynolds num ber R e =  100.

e2 (L 2 norm -  F ( h t )-norm
A t grid iso  — P 2P 1 Present scheme iso  -  P 2P 1 Present scheme

0.0500000 8 x 8 1.702290e-02 1.0051450e-02 3.850517e-01 1.8557660e-01
0.0250000 8 x 8 1.623382e-02 5.3463740e-03 3.818002e-01 1.6369440e-01
0.0125000 8 x 8 1.617754e-02 4.8185810e-03 3.815409e-01 1.6200860e-01
0.0062500 8 x 8 1.618194e-02 4.7534930e-03 3.816086e-01 1.6191400e-01
0.0031250 8 x 8 1.618895e-02 4.7361680e-03 3.816846e-01 1.6186320e-01
0.0015625 8 x 8 1.619345e-02 4.7284610e-03 3.817329e-01 1.6181490e-01
0.0500000 16x16 5.855242e-03 8.8821840e-03 1.540878e-01 1.2183130e-01
0.0250000 16x16 3.367833e-03 2.6469600e-03 1.435928e-01 8.5758860e-02
0.0125000 16x16 3.046877e-03 1.4165660e-03 1.423505e-01 8.2413190e-02
0.0062500 16x16 3.003900e-03 1.2606420e-03 1.421816e-01 8.3748370e-02
0.0031250 16x16 2.998113e-03 1.2336630e-03 1.421746e-01 8.4228420e-02
0.0015625 16x16 2.998189e-03 1.2257410e-03 1.421884e-01 8.4313620e-02
0.0500000 32x32 4.905032e-03 8.8466680e-03 8.323091e-02 1.0610640e-01
0.0250000 32x32 1.579660e-03 2.3649390e-03 5.455816e-02 5.0030510e-02
0.0125000 32x32 7.565248e-04 7.8401870e-04 5.085209e-02 4.0976360e-02
0.0062500 32x32 5.509742e-04 4.0827610e-04 5.028274e-02 4.0347290e-02
0.0031250 32x32 4.993708e-04 3.3217460e-04 5.016987e-02 4.1510130e-02
0.0015625 32x32 4.863987e-04 3.1999660e-04 5.014688e-02 4.2656160e-02

Comparison w ith other elem ents. We compared the accuracy of the pro
posed method w ith  the accuracy of another inf-sup stable element featuring 
linear velocity -  the iso  — P2P 1 (Bercovier-Pironneau) element. The computa
tiona l meshes contain the same nodes, faces and elements for the velocity for 
both schemes, while the pressure representation is different due to the specific 
requirements of the Bercovier-Pironneau element. The errors in  the predicted 
velocities for both  schemes are listed in Table 2; they indicate tha t in  both 
cases the convergence is the expected 0 { h 2) in  L 2-norm and 0 ( l i )  in  i/R no rm .

We also compared w ith  the accuracy of the pressure-correction scheme 
implemented using Crouzeix-Raviart elements for both the advection-diffusion 
and the projection steps. Because the Crouzeix-Raviart velocity is generally 
discontinuous, the advection must be treated in the sp irit of discontinuous 
Galerkin methods and w ill depend on the choice of interfacial fluxes. For the 
sake of fa ir comparison, we om itted the advection terms from both schemes 
and compared the ir performance on the generalized Stokes problem. Figure 7 
presents the errors in  velocity depending on the grid size h  and the timestep A t;  
we see tha t the two schemes give nearly identical results. Figure 8 shows the 
convergence of the velocities in  tim e when a second-order-in-time backward 
difference scheme was used. In  both L 2- and /C-norm s the convergence is 
clearly second order in  time.
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0.001 0.01 0.10.012 0.1

Figure 7: Error in velocity in £2(L2)-norm versus the  grid size h  a t A t =  0.003125 (left), 
and versus the tim e step A t a t h  =  1/64 (right); T  =  5, R e  =  0. The results are produced 
w ith  an  increm ental scheme using Crouzeix-Raviart elements for bo th  the  m om entum  equa
tion  and the projection (CR), and using the  present scheme (present).

0.001 0.10.01

Figure 8: E rror in velocity in £2(L2)-norm  and £2( i7 1)-norm versus the tim e step A t 
a t h =  1/32; T  =  5, R e  =  0. The results are produced w ith  a second-order-in-tim e 
increm ental scheme using Crouzeix-Raviart elements for both , the  m om entum  equation and 
the  projection (CR) and using the  present scheme (present).
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Figure 9: Sample 4 x 4  diagonal grid.

Table 3: The 12 (L2) norm  of the velocity error using a diagonal grid, different tim e steps, 
A t, and a different meshsizes h\ Reynolds num ber Re  = 100 .

A t\h 8 x 8 16x16 32x32 64x 6 4 128x128
0.0500000 1.07102e-02 1.002422e-02 1.015209e-02 1.027519e-02 1.033813e-02
0.0250000 5.23603e-03 2.801070e-03 2.643430e-03 2.652358e-03 2.665173e-03
0.0125000 4.61674e-03 1.296322e-03 8.219813e-04 7.832054e-04 7.826101e-04
0.0062500 4.47716e-03 1.177908e-03 3.887040e-04 2.988708e-04 2.903357e-04
0.0031250 4.33028e-03 1.416590e-03 3.177499e-04 1.498433e-04 1.324947e-04
0.0015625 3.68170e-03 1.641200e-03 5.048719e-04 1.043321e-04 6.791169e-05

D ia g o n a l g rid s . W ithou t the existence of a divergence-free velocity inter- 
polant in  P1; we were able to establish only suboptimal convergence rate for 
the velocity. The so-called diagonal grid (Figure 9) is an example of a prob
lematic grid, where the PiPo element is known to  lock, in  the sense tha t the 
only divergence-free velocity is the constant 0 (assuming homogeneous D irich- 
let boundary conditions.) This happens when there is an internal node d irectly 
connected to more than two boundary nodes. Then there are at least two el
ements containing th is node w ith  the ir other two nodes on the boundary. Im 
posing velocity divergence equal to zero in  these elements uniquely determines 
the values of the velocity at the node to  equal 0. This effect then propagates 
throughout the whole grid, giving constant 0 as the only divergence-free ve
loc ity  on such grid. In  the suggested scheme this negative effect is avoided, 
since the P j velocity is never forced to  be incompressible.

Another perspective on the issue of locking is to consider a steady solution. 
Let u/j and be the lim its  of u)) and respectively as n approaches in fin ity. 
I f  we are on a problematic grid, there exists a spurious pressure gradient 
g ft =  u h — u h E Y h such tha t (gh, v h) =  0 for all v h e X h. Since the 
inf-sup condition between and Qh is not satisfied, nothing is pressing gh to
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Figure 10: Error in the pressure in £2(L2)-norm versus the grid size h a t A t =  0.003125 
(left), and versus the tim e step  A t on grid 32x32  (right).

P I  L M  -  Po p ressure  d e rive d  fro m  Lag ra n ge  m u lt ip lie rs  
P I  -  P i  p ressure recovered b y  m eans o f  (1 .25)
C R  L M  -  P q p ressure  c o m p u te d  u s in g  c lass ica l C ro u z e ix -R a v ia r t e lem ents

vanish as the velocity approximations approach the steady solution. Therefore, 
enforcing u/( to  be locally solenoidal does not autom atically require the same 
of U/j, thereby avoiding the locking effect.

Table 3 shows the results. The scheme has an optim al rate of convergence 
on a diagonal grid for the test w ith  an analytic solution, however, for tests 
leading to  steady solutions, i t  was observed tha t the convergence on a cross
grid was much faster than tha t on the problematic diagonal grids.

Pressure recovery. In  the last test w ith  the analytic solution presented 
here, we investigated the error in  the pressure. We made three series of com
putations. In  the first one, we computed a Po approximation of the pressure 
derived from  the Lagrange m ultip liers of the projection step of the current 
method. In  the second test, we recovered P i pressure in  postprocessing by 
means o f (1.25). In  the th ird  test, we took the P0 pressure resulting from the 
use of Crouzeix-Raviart elements in  both the viscous and the projection step. 
Figure 10 presents the errors of the three pressures in £2(L 2)-norm  versus the 
mesh size h and the timestep A t. The pressure derived from the Lagrange 
m ultip liers of the current scheme diverges at small A t, while the pressure 
associated w ith  the Crouzeix-Raviart elements converges. The P i pressure 
retrieved by (1.25) also converges.
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F ig u r e  11: Lid-driven cavity flow a t Re  =  100,400,1000 (from top  to  bo ttom ). Horizontal 
(left) and vertical (right) velocity profiles th rough the geometric center of the cavity.
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Lid-driven cavity. The 2-dimensional lid-driven cavity problem is a real- 
world-like problem commonly used for validation of numerical solutions of 
the Navier-Stokes problem and is documented widely in  the literature. I t  
consists of a square cavity in  which a viscous flu id  is driven by the top, where 
a boundary condition of ( l ,  0) for the velocity is prescribed. We computed 
the steady solution on a 32 x 32 grid using the present scheme for a variety of 
Reynolds numbers. The results were then compared to the solutions described 
in  [29], where the authors employed a vorticity-stream  function fin ite  difference 
scheme w ith  a m u ltig rid  relaxation, and solved the steady equations d irectly 
on a 128 x 128 grid. Figure 11 shows tha t the two sets of data practically 
coincide, w ith  the differences being smaller than 10-4 in  L°°-norm.

1.6 Im plem entation in three spatial dim ensions
Now we present the case of N  =  3.

1.6.1 General remarks

A  three-dimensional grid consists of nodes, edges, faces, and elements: Qh =  
{M h, £h, Mh, % ) , w ith  \£h\ =  N e .

The nodes have three coordinates and are, as before, numbered so tha t the 
boundary nodes have the highest indices, to facilitate im position of D irich let 
boundary conditions.

The edges consist of two nodes, whose indices are taken in  increasing order. 
Each edge e G 4  has a un it tangent vector t e associated w ith  it, which is taken 
in  the direction from node 0 to  node 1.

The faces consist of three nodes taken in no particular order and three 
edges, indexed so tha t the edge w ith  the local index i  is opposite of the local 
node i. Faces have three un it vectors associated w ith  them -  two tangential 
and one normal, which we w ill denote t j ,Sj, and iq  for face /* E Th- The 
first tangent, t j ,  is taken to equal the tangent vector associated w ith  the face’s 
local edge 0. The normal vector, n ,, is computed as the cross product of the 
vector going from local node 0 to local node 1 and the vector going from local 
node 0 to local node 2, then normalized to un it length. This way, i f  we look 
at the face so tha t the normal vector is pointing towards us, we w ill see the 
local indices of the nodes going counter-clockwise around the face. The second 
tangent vector is computed so tha t the trip le  (t*, s*, n*) forms an orthonormal 
basis w ith  positive orientation, i.e. s* =  n^x t* .

The elements consist of four nodes, six edges and four faces. The nodes 
are numbered so tha t the scalar trip le  product of the vectors from local node 
0 to  local nodes 1, 2, and 3, taken in this order, is positive. The local faces are
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again numbered so tha t the local face % is opposite the local node i. The local 
edges are numbered in  increasing order of the local indices of the ir end-nodes.

Unlike in the two-dimensional case, here we allow elements to  have all four 
nodes on the boundary of the domain. Otherwise such a requirement would 
be too restrictive on the grids tha t we can use. A  consequence of dropping this 
requirement is tha t now the faces w ith  all (three) nodes on the boundary are 
not necessarily boundary faces, Therefore, simply sorting faces in  increasing 
order of the global indices of the ir nodes, as before, generally does not give 
us order, in  which boundary faces have highest indices. For this reason, we 
discrim inate among faces according to the number of elements containing them 
-  two for in terior faces and one for boundary faces; then we sort them so tha t 
boundary faces are numbered last. A n  edge is on the boundary i f  i t  belongs 
to  a boundary face. The edges are also ordered so tha t boundary edges are 
last, although we w ill impose an additional requirement on the order of edges, 
which we w ill discuss later.

Deciding whether the normal vector of a face is inner or outer to one 
of its elements can be done by the following procedure. F irs t construct an 
even perm utation of {0 ,1 ,2 ,3 }  in which the local index of the face is first 
and the local index of the node, which is the face’s local node 0, is second. 
Then we compare the global index of the element node, which is th ird  in  
the permutation, to  the global index of the face’s node 1. I f  they are equal, 
then the normal is outer to  the element, otherwise i t  is inner. This procedure 
is justified by the rules we have for the order of nodes in  elements and the 
direction of faces’ normal vectors; i t  can be proved by direct verification as 
there is only a fin ite  and small number of possibilities.

Another significant difference w ith  the two-dimensional case is the fact 
tha t the local mass m a trix  of the Crouzeix-Raviart element is not diagonal. 
Unfortunately, a Gaussian quadrature formula featuring the four centroids of 
the faces as integration nodes is not exact for integrating quadratic functions 
over a tetrahedron. This quadrature is, however, exact for linear functions, i.e. 
i t  does give second order of accuracy. Therefore, i f  we use this formula instead 
of exact integration to compute the entries of the local mass m atrix, we w ill end 
up w ith  a lumped diagonal m atrix, whose entries are 0 (h 2) approximations of 
the entries of the exact mass m atrix.

We w ill use the same notation for different basis functions and expansion 
coefficients as in  the two-dimensional case (section 1.5.1).

1.6.2 Divergence-free basis

Encouraged by the success of the solenoidal approach in  two dimensions, we 
start our three-dimensional implementation by constructing a divergence-free
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basis of V h. Such construction was first done by Hecht in  [41]. We also refer 
the reader to  [17, p.312], where the same construction is repeated, and [69], 
where divergence-free basis is constructed for the three-dimensional Raviart- 
Thomas-Nedelec elements applied to Darcy problems.

L o c a l basis. The derivation of the three-dimensional local divergence-free 
basis is exactly the same as in  the two-dimensional case (see section 1.5.4). We 
w ill om it most derivation details and present thoroughly only the end results.

There are twelve local Crouzeix-Raviart basis functions in  an element r  G 
Th,. In  tangential-normal components we w rite  them this way:

Y  = toV-’O, tlVd) ̂ 2 ^ 2 i  soV;0) S l ' i / ’ i ,  S 21p 2,  s 3' ^ 3,

noV',o ,n i '0 i ,n 2'f/’2 ,n3'03 (1.84)

In  this paragraph the normals r G {0 ,1 ,2 ,3 }  are outer to the element, 
and the tangents are such tha t the trip le  ( t j ,S j ,n j )  is orthonormal and w ith  
positive orientation. We seek coefficients vectors

do,  O l ,  0 2 , (33 , 60 , &1 ) ^ 2 , &3 j Co, C l,  C2, C3 

such tha t the function

(1.85)
0

is divergence-free. The m a trix  of the local discrete divergence operator, ex
pressed in  the basis (1.84), is

D t (1.86)0,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,  l / o l , l / i l , | / 2| , | / 3|

Again we see tha t the eight tangential functions are divergence-free, so we set

L 'tj t  i^ i j
i  G (0 ,1 ,2 ,3} . (1.87)

Other than the tangential components, we have the following six coefficient
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vectors in  the kernel of D r :

0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 ,
I M' \ f i3 J

0,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,  — , - t t t ,  0 
i / i |  \h \

0,0,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,0 ,  ^ , 0 , ^ , 0  
I/O I \J2\

o, o, 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 7 -7 7  > 0 , r^-T
I/ ll  IM

0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , - ^ , 0 , 0 , ^  
I/o I | / 3 | J

0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , 0 , J L , ^ i , o , o
l/o| I/ll

( l i

The dimension of ker DT is 11. I t  is easy to see tha t any three vectors in 
(1.88) are linearly independent, as long as they contain at least one nonzero 
coefficient in  each of the last four columns.

The divergence-free functions are

n 2 , , - n 3
” n, 0 =  7TT ̂ 2 +  7TT^3. 

U 2 |  | / 3 |

t 'n ,  2
Hi

l / i l
fa

- n 2
I/2I

f a :

Vn,l =  

" n ,  3 =

H.3

IM
up

l /o l

fa  ■ 

fa

_  n 2 -n o  .
v n ,4 —  7 7 7 / 2  +  7 7 7  V ’O;

I / 2 I  l / o l

- H i

l / i l  
—n 3

IM
—Hino , ,

V n,5 ~  777 V'O + I , 
l/o| | / l

Vh,

'M,

f a 

i l . 89)

Sim ilarly to  the two-dimensional case, we have pairs of normal basis functions 
combined w ith  coefficients ensuring tha t in -flux through one face is balanced 
by out-flux through another face. This time, each divergence-free function is 
associated w ith  the common edge of its two partic ipating faces. The signs 
of the coefficients (which determine the directions of the normal vectors) are 
chosen to  follow a simple right-hand rule. I f  we point the thum b of our right 
hand in  the direction of the common edge, the normal vectors to  the faces 
containing the edge w ill point in  the same direction as the rest of the fingers 
of our righ t hand. Here the direction of the edge is taken from the node w ith  
smaller local index towards the other node.

G lo b a l basis. The tangential Crouzeix-Raviart basis functions are diver
gence-free and belong to  the basis of V V  We denote them

We also associate one divergence-free function u nj  w ith  each edge ej £ Eh- 
For th is purpose, we define positive direction of going around the edge using 
the same right-hand rule as in  the local basis, although this time the direction 
of the edge (and our right-hand thum b) is taken in the direction of the tangent

<  i  <  N p . 1.90
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Figure 12: Three-dimensional divergence-free basis function associated w ith  an edge.

vector associated w ith  the edge, as defined in  section 1.6.1. Next we define

n f - i

i = 0
Un,j =  7 / T ^ ’ 0 “  J <  N e ' (1.91)

where

i f  face i does not contain edge j ,

i f  n, goes in positive direction around edge j ,

i f  r ij goes in  negative direction around edge j .

(1.92)

An example is given in  Figure 12. The functions defined in  (1.91) are diver
gence-free. They are linearly dependent, and in  order to  complete the basis of 
Vfc, we need to choose a linearly independent subset of them.

The dimension of is calculated using the Euler’s formula N n  — Np  +  
Np  — Np  =  1 :

d im  =  d im  Y /j — Np — 3 Np  — Np  =  2 Np  +  N p  — N n  +  1.

2N f  degrees of freedom are accounted for by the tangential functions in  (1.90). 
The remaining Np  — (N n  — 1) functions can be chosen among the normal 
functions in  (1.91). In  fact, we w ill choose the N n  — 1 functions, which w ill 
not be in the basis. For th is purpose we need to  construct a spanning tree of 
the grid.

A  spanning tree is a graph, whose vertices are grid nodes in  Afh, and whose 
arcs are grid edges in  Hh  C  £u- In  order to be a spanning tree, this graph must 
be a tree and every node in  Mh must be an endpoint of at least one edge in  T-Lh- 
Since the edges in Tih form  a tree w ith  N n  vertices, the ir number is N n  — 1,
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and th is is exactly the number of v nj  functions we need to remove. The fact 
tha t the rest of the functions are linearly independent is demonstrated in  [41].

The construction of the spanning tree can be done by a simple iterative 
procedure.

•  S tart w ith  an empty Hh- Choose a starting node in  Nh  and mark i t  as 
visited. Then start a loop over the edges in  Eh-

•  I f  both  nodes of the current edge are visited, or i f  both nodes are not yet 
visited, then go to  the next edge.

•  Otherwise, add the current edge to  Tin and mark its not visited node as 
visited.

•  I f  a ll nodes are visited, then stop. Otherwise, go to  the next edge.

Note: the algorithm  doesn’t  stop when we process all edges, but only 
when a ll nodes are visited. I f  we reach the end of Eh and we are not done 
yet, we loop around and go through the edges again. The computational 
tim e of th is a lgorithm  is O (N e ) (see [1]).

For s im plic ity  of the implementation, we don’t  actually construct the span
ning tree, rather, we jus t mark the edges tha t belong in  Hh- We treat the 
divergence-free functions of these edges the same way as we treat homoge
neous D irich let boundary conditions -  we replace the ir equations w ith  equa
tions containing one on the main diagonal and zero in  the right-hand side. 
Then we avoid solving these equations by sorting the in terior edges in  Hh  to 
have the highest indices among the in terior edges and the boundary edges in 
Hh to  have lowest indices among the boundary edges. This way, the in terior 
edges, for which we need to  invert a m atrix , are grouped in  the beginning and 
the boundary edges, for which we need to  impose boundary conditions, are 
grouped at the end.

B o u n d a ry  c o n d it io n s . We denote by Thb =  F f , r  5 0  the set of boundary 
faces, by Ehb =  Eh f l 5 0  the set of boundary edges, by Hhb =  Hh H Ehb the set 
of boundary edges in  the spanning tree, and by &hb ~  ^ hb \  Hh  the remaining 
boundary edges.

D irich let boundary conditions on the u nj  functions can be imposed by an 
iterative procedure. We firs t assign 0 to  the coefficients of all isnj  of edges 
in  Hhb- Then we go through the boundary faces one by one. I f  exactly two 
of the current face’s edges have the ir coefficients already prescribed, then we 
prescribe the th ird  coefficient so tha t the value of the normal component of
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satisfies the boundary condition. We continue un til all faces have the ir bound
ary conditions imposed this way. To ju s tify  the va lid ity  of this procedure, we 
consider a graph H'hb, which is in a way dual to  'Hhb- This new graph has as 
its vertices the faces in  Thb and as its arcs the edges in £'hb. We w ill show tha t 
H'hb is actually a tree. This being the case, the leaves of this tree are faces 
w ith  two edges in Hhb, from which our procedure can start, and then we can 
go up the branches, all the way to  the root of the tree, and prescribe boundary 
conditions to  all faces.

To prove tha t H'hb is a tree, we start by pointing out tha t the spanning tree 
Hh  must be such tha t the boundary edges in  Hh, belonging to each simply 
connected part of <90 on which essential boundary conditions are imposed, 
forms a tree. This is a necessary and sufficient condition for the i>nj  functions 
corresponding to  in terior edges to form  a basis of the in terior normal com
ponents of functions in  V h (see [41]). In  our case, this means tha t Hhb is a 
spanning tree of the triangula tion imposed by the grid on 8Q. Therefore, the 
number of edges in  Hhb is exactly A/jv6 — 1. A ll remaining boundary edges are 
arcs in H!hb- Their number can be found by employing the Euler’s formula. 
On the boundary of 0  we have

AjVi, — N Eb +  N Fb =  2.

Therefore,
NEb =  (NNb -  1) +  (NFb -  1),

which shows tha t the edges in  H!hb are exactly Npb — 1. Also, the graph H!hb 
must be connected, because otherwise, there must be a closed path of edges 
in  H hb separating disconnected subgraphs of H!hb- This contradicts the fact 
tha t H hb is a tree, i.e. has no cycles. From graph theory we know tha t every 
connected graph w ith  arcs tha t are one less than its vertices is a tree (see [4]), 
which completes the proof.

Notice tha t the boundary conditions we need to impose are Npb, while 
the boundary edges, whose coefficients we assign according to  the boundary 
condition, are one less: Npb — 1. This means tha t there is one face whose 
boundary condition is not imposed. I t  is easy to see tha t the normal value of 
the velocity at this face is such tha t (1.55) holds.

Structure of the system  of equations. The m a trix  of the system of equa
tions we need to  solve is the mass m a trix  of the divergence-free basis. I t  can 
be assembled in  the usual way from local mass matrices.

The local mass m a trix  in  x-y-z components is block diagonal w ith  three
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one-dimensional mass matrices on the diagonal:

M xyz =
M 0 0
0 M 0
0 0 M

(1.93)

The local mass m a trix  in  t-s-n components can be obtained by m u ltip ly ing  on 
the le ft and on the righ t by a transformation m atrix:

l^fxyz K tsa. (1.94)

The local m a trix  K tsn consists of 3 rows and 3 columns of 4x4 diagonal blocks. 
The block in  position (i, j )  has on its diagonal the j - th  coordinates of the i -th  
vectors w ith  values of j  from  0 to 2 corresponding to x ,y ,  and z respectively, 
and values of i  form 0 to  2 corresponding to  vectors t ,  s, and n. We can w rite

where, for example,

T  =-J- T. ---

/ T x Ty T z

K ts n = sx Sy sz
\ N x N y N z

0,x 0 0 0 \
0 !  i,x 0 0
0 0 t2,a 0

^  0 0 0 ^3 ,x J

(1.95)

etc. (1.96)

Here, the normal and the tangential vectors are taken according to the vectors 
globally assigned to each face in  the grid. This must be the case in  order to 
ensure tha t the local matrices of two elements tha t share a face w ill be com
puted w ith  the same tangential and normal vectors assigned to the common 
face.

Finally, we compute the local mass m a trix  of the divergence-free basis by 
m u ltip ly ing  on the le ft and on the right by yet another transform ation m atrix:

T/tsdf — M tsr K,tsdf lr'tsnn tsdf' (1.97)

The local m a trix  K tsdf has 14 rows and 12 columns, where each row is one of
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the coefficient vectors spanning the kernel of D T (1.86)

\

/

(1.98)

A fte r assembling the global m atrix, we end up w ith  a system of equations 
tha t looks like this:

where the right-hand side can be assembled using the global K ts if  and K tsn 
matrices:

Note tha t the global transformation matrices K tsdf and K tsn are not assem
bled by summing the corresponding local transformation matrices; rather they 
are assembled by copying entries from the local matrices in to  the global ones. 
L e t’s take an in terior face /  G !Fhi- The local matrices of the two elements 
sharing this face w ill have the same entries in  rows and columns corresponding 
to  / ,  since both elements prepare the ir local matrices using the same globally 
assigned tangential and normal vectors to  / .  Thus there w ill be no contradic
tion  -  the entries assigned from different local matrices to the same location 
in  the global m a trix  w ill be identical.

The off-diagonal blocks in the last row and the last column of (1.99) are 
not zero, since the tangential basis functions are not orthogonal to the normal 
basis functions in  the sense of the inner product of Y/,. They were in  the 
two-dimensional case, because the CR mass m a trix  was diagonal; in  the three- 
dimensional case the tangential and the normal components are fu lly  coupled.

M t M ts M tdf
M st M s M scif
Mdft Mdfs M df

Rt
Rs
Rdf

(1.99)

(1.100)
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To impose boundary conditions, we replace the equations corresponding to 
the degrees of freedom on the boundary, and instead of (1.99) we have

( M tlb M ts ,i MjsJ) fl-ftdf,i AItdf,b^ (  Ut’> \ f  R t,i \
0 I 0 0 0 0 ut,b Ut, b.cond

M st,i M at,b M a,i M Stb M sdf,i M sdf,b Ua,i R s,i
0 0 0 I  0 0 U s,b Us, b.cond

M d ft,i M dft,b M d fs,i M d fs,b M d f,i Mdf,b Udf,i Rdf,i

\  o 0 0 0 0 1 \ U df,b \U d f, b.cond /

(1.101)

This system is not symmetric. We obtain an equivalent symmetric system 
by removing a ll M .tb blocks and m odifying the right-hand side to reflect the 
boundary conditions. We actually solve

where

(1.102)

(1.103)

o£oO

( Ut>4 ^ I  Rt,i )
0 /  0 0 0 0 U t,b Ut, b.cond

M st,i 0 M S:i 0 M scif,i 0 U a,i Rs,i
0 0 0 /  0 0 Us,b Us, b.cond

M d ft,i 0 M d fs,i 0 M d f,i 0 Udf,i Rdf,i
V 0 0 0 0 0 i ) \U d f ,bj \U d f,  b.cond y

Mit,b M its.b
M.st,b M.s,b

M tdf,b 

Msdf,b
,Mdft,b Mdfs,b Mdfyb

Ut, b.cond
f/s,b.cond 

. Udf,b.cond}

I t  is obvious, and quite disappointing, tha t th is system is very large; it  
has 2N f  +  N f  equations and unknowns, of which only [SNpi — (N F — 1)] 
correspond to  in terior degrees of freedom and actually need to  be solved. This 
system indeed takes excessive tim e to  solve.

1.6.3 Decoupled projection

In  an attem pt to improve the solution method we, a rtific ia lly  decouple the 
normal and the tangential components by setting the off-diagonal block ma
trices in  (1.99) to zero. In  practice this means tha t we keep the tangential 
components of u/j unchanged and solve the projection problem for the normal
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components o f alone:

Ut =  Ut, Us = ua,
Udf}b Udf,b.cond j (1.104)

M d f,iU d fti R df,i MdffiUdf,b.cond-

In  the implementation of the velocity-correction scheme, where the righ t- 
hand side is available only in  a weak form (recall equations (1.26) and (1.29)), 
we need to invert the CR mass m a trix  three times to obtain the x, y, and z 
components of its projection onto Y h, then extract the normal components 
and replace them w ith  the solution of the last equation in  (1.104). Even w ith  
the three inversions of the CR mass m atrix, this problem is solved in  a small 
fraction of the tim e taken by the fu ll solenoidal basis (1.102).

The decoupling suggested here is not exact and introduces additional error 
in  the solution. Numerical experiments show tha t the approximation we are 
making is consistent w ith in  the overall error of the method. The projected 
velocity is exactly divergence-free and converges to  the exact solution w ith  
fu ll order ( 0 (A t  +  h2) in  L 2-norm for a firs t order in  tim e scheme). I t  is 
even exact for problems where the exact solution is linear. This we explain by 
noticing tha t linear velocity is represented exactly in X ^ , which means tha t 
u jj is already divergence-free and u jj =  uJJ is the solution of the fu ll projection, 
as well as the decoupled one. In  particular, the tangential components of the 
two velocities are the same, therefore, the error of the decoupling in  this case 
is zero.

Unfortunately, (1.104) does not resolve the projection exactly when sur
face tension appears in  the right-hand side in  the form of a ^-function. One 
im portant test for our solver is a problem, in  which an in it ia lly  spherical flu id  
particle is le ft to relax in  another flu id  under the force of surface tension alone. 
The exact solution of this problem is a constant zero velocity, the shape of the 
particle remains unchanged, and the pressure is piecewise constant w ith  jum p 
discontinuity across the boundary of the particle, balancing the surface ten
sion.

Constructing a method tha t is able to resolve this problem exactly is one 
of the main goals of the current study, and the decoupled projection fails 
to  achieve this. To see why this happens, consider a particle occupying one 
element. Suppose the pressure is equal to one inside this element and zero 
everywhere outside. I f  our method is to be exact, then the discrete gradient 
of this pressure must exactly balance the hypothetical surface tension acting 
on the faces of the element. Therefore, i f  we put the weak gradient of this 
pressure in  the right-hand side of the projection problem, we must get zero 
velocity as the solution. I t  takes simple calculus to find tha t the weak gradient
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w ill have zeros for a ll tangential components, while the normal components 
w ill have nonzero entries only on the faces of the element, where the pressure 
is discontinuous. These entries w ill have magnitudes equal to the areas of the ir 
corresponding faces and signs giving normals pointing in to  the element.

F irs t let us see what happens i f  we are solving the fu ll system. W hile 
constructing the right-hand side of the system, we m u ltip ly  on the le ft the 
weak gradient by the global K tsdf m a trix  giving zero. The solution is obviously 
zero.

To solve the decoupled system, we invert the CR mass m a trix  first. The 
result is devastating -  the projection of the weak gradient o n Y j  has nonzero 
tangential components, which can never be eliminated by projecting only the 
normal component. U ltim ate ly, the solution is not zero.

The moral of this consideration is tha t we cannot use the decoupled pro
jection for the solution of free-boundary flows. We can, however, use i t  as a 
preconditioner of the m a trix  of the fu lly  coupled system. Our numerical re
sults show tha t this preconditioner decreases the computational tim e to  about 
half of the tim e needed to  solve the system w ithout preconditioner.

1.6.4 Lagrange multipliers

In  this section we solve the constrained m inim ization problem (1-47) again, but 
this tim e in  three spatial dimensions. As we saw in  the previous two sections, 
the tangential and the normal components are coupled, therefore, we can work 
in  x-y-z coordinates w ithout missing possible simplifications. An equivalent 
implementation in  t-s-n components can be done in  a sim ilar manner.

We denote the m a trix  o f the discrete divergence operator in  x-y-z by

D =  (D x, D y, D z),

where Dx, D y, and D z are the matrices of the discrete dx, dy, and 8Z respec
tively. The linear system resulting from (1.47) is

( M 0 0 (U x\ (M U X\
0
0

M
0

0
M Dl Uy

uz = MUy
M U Z

\ p x Dy D z o ) U ) V  0 j

A fte r imposing boundary conditions in  the usual way and moving the boundary 
values to  the right-hand side, we get the following system for the in terior
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degrees o f freedom:

f  M i 0 0
0 M i 0
0 0 M i

\ D x,i D v,i D z ,i

D $ i\

%

0  )

/ U X} A
Uyfi
U z,i

V  A  )

{ \
MiUy,i
MiUz,i 

\  ^ f e f ^ b . c o n d /

(1 .106 )

where

D bU \),cond ^ x ,b U x ,b.cond “1“ D y fiU y tb.cond “1“ ^z ,b U z,b.cond’ (1 .107 )

Now we construct the Schur complement of the mass m a trix  and obtain the 
following form  of the solution:

A =  [ D ^ M r 'D l ,  +  D ^ M r 'D l ,  +  D ^ M r 1 Z ^ ) " 1 D U ,

t / * , i =  f/*,< -  M r ' D ^ A ,

U + fi —  C7*, b .c o n d i

where *  e {x , y, z }.

(1 .108 )

The m a trix  tha t needs to be inverted in the equation for A above cannot 
be constructed explicitly, and the only way to  solve this problem is v ia  Uzawa 
type nested iterations. This takes even longer tim e than inverting the mass 
m a trix  of the fu ll divergence-free basis (1.102).

The Uzawa iteration can be avoided and the Schur complement can be 
constructed explicitly, i f  we replace the mass matrices in (1.106) w ith  the 
lumped CR mass m atrix. Unfortunately, we have not been able to achieve 
satisfactory convergence results using the lumped m atrix. We have, however, 
been able to  speed up the Uzawa ite ra tion  significantly by using the “ lumped” 
Schur complement as a preconditioner.

1.6.5 Numerical results

A ll numerical tests presented in  this section were tests w ith  analytic solution 
given by

u =  sin(7rx +  7rt) sin(7n/) cos(7rz), 

v =  2 cos(-7rt +  7n r )  cos(ny) cos(7rz),

w =  co s (7rf +  7rx ) s in ( 7ry) sin(7rz), (1.109)
Stt

p  =  —  c o s ( 7 n r  + 7rf) s i n ( 7 r y )  c o s ( t t z ) .
Re

The in it ia l and the boundary conditions were given by the exact quantities and 
the source term  was prescribed to  satisfy the Navier-Stokes equations. The
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Figure 13: Sample 2 x 2 x 2 grid.

Reynolds number was 100 in  all tests. We used first order in  time velocity- 
correction scheme.

The grids were generated by d iv id ing the domain in to  hexagons and then 
d iv id ing each hexagon into five tetrahedra using the diagonals of the six sides. 
There are two possible choices of diagonals to be used. We alternate them 
in  each spatial direction in  order to avoid effects sim ilar to  those on diagonal 
grids in  two dimensions.

The domain for a ll tests was the cube [0,1] x [0,1] x  [0,1]. We require tha t 
the number of divisions in  each direction is even. This way we guarantee tha t 
each of the eight corners of the domain belongs to  more than jus t one element. 
The simplest 2 x 2 x 2  grid is illustrated in  Figure 13.

Comparison of the im plem entations o f the projection step. We per
formed one timestep on three different grids, solving the projection step in 
four different ways. In  each case we recorded the dimension of the system, 
the number of iterations of the conjugate gradient method, and the processor 
time. The results are presented in  Table 4. I t  is clear tha t by far the fastest 
method is the decoupled divergence-free basis, although it  is the only one of 
the four tha t is not “exact.” The only method that comes anywhere close 
is the system for the Lagrange m ultip liers solved w ith  the preconditioner de
scribed in  section 1.6.4. Using the preconditioner for the system of the fu ll 
divergence-free basis (as explained in  section 1.6.3) improves the times by ap
proxim ately two thirds, although the la tte r method remains much slower than 
the preconditioned system for the Lagrange multip liers, which is our method 
of choice.
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Table 4: Comparison o f three implementations o f the projection step in  three dimensions. 
CPU times are given in  seconds.

grid 8 x 8 x 8 1 6 x 1 6 x 1 6 3 2 x 3 2 x 3 2
dim 14680 111920 873568

FD F iters 1477 5236 16266
CPU 11.88 381.99 9922.58
dim 14680 111920 873568

pFD F iters 36 37 40
CPU 5.91 253.86 6208.91
dim 2559 20479 163839

pLM iters 9 10 10
CPU 1.77 50.35 738.84
dim 2177 18945 157697

DDF iters 509 1550 4514
CPU 0.36 13.44 355.96

F D F  -  fu l l  d ive rgence -free  basis p F D F  -  fu l l  d ive rgence -free  basis w it h  p re c o n d it io n e r
p L M  -  Lag ra n ge  m u lt ip l ie rs  w it h  p re c o n d it io n e r D F D  -  decoup led  d ive rgence -free  basis

Table 5: Convergence o f u f o r  the exact and the decoupled projections.
exact decoupled

A t grid ||u  -  UhWo ||U - 0-e13 l | u - U h | l i
0.1 4 x 4 x 4 8.842624E—02 1.191992E+00 9.773791E—02 1.248917E+00
0.05 4 x 4 x 4 7.769892E—02 1.052004E+00 7.218177E—02 9.860881E—01
0.025 4 x 4 x 4 9.645550E—02 1.257096E+00 8.555169E—02 1.128029E+00
0.0125 4 x 4 x 4 1.144645E—01 1.494241E+00 1.024728E—01 1.335153E+00
0.00625 4 x 4 x 4 1.266868E—01 1.668811E+00 1.142835E—01 1.493773E+00
0.1 8 x 8 x 8 1.153971E—01 1.633659E+00 1.265216E—01 1.775108E+00
0.05 8 x 8 x 8 5.218383E—02 8.101185E—01 5.529173E—02 8.377576E—01
0.025 8 x 8 x 8 3.317029E—02 5.983091E—01 3.243121E—02 5.833688E—01
0.0125 8 x 8 x 8 3.236558E—02 6.309537E—01 3.066701E—02 5.966571E—01
0.00625 8 x 8 x 8 3.584356E—02 7.244892E—01 3.401954E—02 6.772170E—01
0.1 1 6 x 1 6 x 1 6 1.380253E—01 2.375558E+00 1.509637E—01 2.636312E+00
0.05 1 6 x 1 6 x 1 6 5.525217E—02 8.143109E—01 5.882347E—02 8.630148E—01
0.025 16x 16x 16 2.569275E—02 3.984662E—01 2.654278E—02 4.071030E—01
0.0125 1 6 x 1 6 x 1 6 1.350340E—02 2.625162E—01 1.358769E—02 2.629254E—01
0.00625 16 x 16 x 16 9.548250E—03 2.525905E—01 9.477206E—03 2.473674E—01
0.1 32 x 32 x 32 1.768688E—01 4.064747E+00 1.878966E-01 4.352278E+00
0.05 32 x 32 x 32 5.960215E-02 1.105334E+00 6.372980E—02 1.201064E+00
0.025 32 x 32 x 32 2.685252E—02 3.907454E—01 2.769251E—02 3.995507E—01
0.0125 3 2 x 3 2 x 3 2 1.304871E—02 1.985842E—01 1.318815E-02 2.003330E—01
0.00625 3 2 x 3 2 x 3 2 6.478678E—03 1.196336E—01 6.475063E—03 1.216127E—01
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Convergence tests. We verified the implementation by conducting conver
gence tests. The test problem w ith  an analytic solution was solved on a variety 
of grids and for a variety of timesteps. The computations were term inated at 
tim e T  =  1.0. We used the same test to investigate the convergence and ac
curacy of the decoupled divergence-free projection and to compare i t  to the 
exact projection. The results are presented in  Table 5. The norms are £2 in  
time. The computation of the exact projection was done using preconditioned 
Lagrange m ultipliers, since the solution i t  gives is identical to  the one pro
duced by the fu ll solenoidal basis. We see tha t both projection methods give 
us 0 ( A t  +  h2) convergence in L 2-norm and 0 ( A t  +  h) in  H 1-norm. We also 
see tha t the accuracy of the decoupled projection is practically identical to  the 
accuracy of the fu ll system.

1.7 Conclusion
In  the firs t part of the study, we devised a numerical method for solving the 
incompressible Navier-Stokes equations tha t is suitable for large scale simu
lations of free-surface flows. The method uses a conforming P i element for 
the velocity to  resolve the viscous step, and a nonconforming P i interpolation 
for the velocity w ith  P0 pressure at the projection step. The projected veloc
ity  is pointwise divergence-free in  each element, thus i t  allows for improved 
mass conservation, which is im portant for the stab ility  of the advection of free 
surfaces. The proposed numerical scheme does not produce an adequate ap
proxim ation of the pressure; however, a fu lly  convergent P i pressure can be 
obtained at a postprocessing step via an appropriate Poisson problem.

We proved fu ll order error estimate on grids, where the Po pressure has a 
subspace tha t is inf-sup stable when paired w ith  the conforming P i velocity. 
Numerical results establish tha t the scheme is fu ll order convergent even on 
“problematic” grids, where such pressure subspace fails to exist.

In  two dimensions the projection step was implemented in  three different 
ways and the ir performance was compared. Using Lagrange m ultip liers to 
impose incompressibility is the slowest. Relaxing the natura l continu ity of 
the velocity flux  through element faces and imposing such continu ity via addi
tiona l inter-elemental Lagrange m ultip liers produces a 1.5 times larger system, 
which, however, takes s lightly less tim e to invert. Our method of choice in two 
dimensions is the solenoidal approach, where a basis of the divergence-free 
subspace is constructed and used to implement the projection. This method 
gives the smallest system of equations, which also inverts much faster than the 
other two.

In  three dimensions the solenoidal basis is fu lly  coupled, unlike the two d i
mensional case, where the tangential components are orthogonal to the normal
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components. This leads to  a large linear system, which is very slow to  invert. 
Decoupling the tangential and the normal components a rtific ia lly  introduces 
additional decoupling error, which, as shown by numerical results, is w ith in  
the overall error of the method. The decoupled projection is by far the fastest 
projection method considered here, although i t  is un fit for solving multiphase 
problems w ith  surface tension. Using the Lagrange m ultip liers in  three dimen
sions requires a very slow Uzawa-type inner-outer iteration. I f  preconditioned 
w ith  the solution of the same problem using the lumped CR mass m atrix , the 
tim e taken by the Lagrange m ultip liers reduces significantly, which makes it  
our method of choice in  three dimensions.
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2 Discretization of problems with free capil
lary interfaces

2.1 Introduction
Numerical methods for direct computer simulations of multicomponent flows 
have been the subject of investigation for as long as Com putational F lu id  
Dynamics has been around. A lthough the complexity of such flows has been 
lim itin g  the range of attempted simulations to  the simplest cases for a very 
long time, the recent increase in  available computing power has induced an 
overwhelming amount of publications on this topic in the last decade or so.

Multiphase flows involve two or more immiscible fluids separated by a sharp 
interface. A lthough the flow of each flu id  phase obeys the same physical law, 
they are, in  general, described by different values of the ir physical parameters, 
such as density and viscosity, which leads to discontinuous coefficients of the 
governing PDEs. The possible smearing of the jumps in  density and viscosity 
may lead to  significant loss of accuracy. Things get even harder when surface 
tension is present, acting on the interfaces between flu id  phases. Modeled as 
a D irac 5-function, surface tension leads to  irregularities in  the exact solution. 
Moreover, surface tension depends on the interface’s curvature, which in tro 
duces a strong nonlinearity in  the equations and generally leads to  problems 
w ith  the s tab ility  of the numerical algorithms.

In  the case of multicomponent flows, the governing equations of the flow are 
coupled w ith  a scalar advection equation for the position of the free boundaries. 
The velocity of the system of fluids depends on the positions of the interfaces 
via the discontinuities of the coefficients, while the interfaces are advected w ith  
the flu id  velocity. Even though there have been some attempts to solve the 
coupled system, the overwhelming m a jo rity  of methods decouple the problem, 
solving the interface and the Navier-Stokes equations in separate substeps.

The numerical methods for simulations of flows involving moving bound
aries can be divided loosely in  two large classes. In  the Eulerian frame of ref
erence, the computations are performed on a fixed Cartesian grid, and some 
front-capturing method is utilized to describe the position of the interface. In  
the volume-of-fluid (VOF) method, introduced in  [43], each phase is defined 
through an indicator function. A. review of the VO F method can be found in 
[68]. We also refer the reader to  [52, 53, 8] for more in form ation about this 
approach. The advection of the step function inevitab ly produces computa
tiona l cells tha t are pa rtia lly  filled w ith  different fluids. In  the volume-tracking

°A version of th is  chapter has been subm itted  for publication.
B. Bejanov, J.-L . Guerinond, and P.D. Minev. A grid-aligriment finite element technique 
for incompressible m ulticom ponent flows. J. Comput. Phys.
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method (see [66]), a sharp interface is reconstructed from the volume fractions 
in  a way tha t allows computation of surface tension. See [25, 16, 65], among 
others, for recent developments in this technique. In  [11], an application of 
the volume-tracking method is designed to  handle situations where more than 
two fluids are present in  the same computational cell.

The level-set method, introduced in  [57] (see also [76, 74]), uses a continu
ous function, m arking the interface w ith  its zero level set. A  commonly used 
marker is the distance function, since its gradient can be used to  compute 
the curvature of the interface. Upon advecting it, however, the function s till 
marks the interface w ith  its zero level set, but its values at other points don’t  
necessarily give the distance to the interface. For this reason, the distance 
function has to be reconstructed on every timestep. Reviews of the level-set 
method can be found in  [56, 70, 71], and some recent implementations can 
also be found in  [63, 60]. In  [75, 73, 78], the level-set technique has been com
bined w ith  the VO F method to  overcome the difficulties level-set formulations 
usually have w ith  mass conservation and to  improve the overall accuracy.

A n alternative to  front-capturing are the front-tracking methods, firs t pro
posed in [89], where the interface is discretized w ith  its own grid of co-dimen
sion one. Here the interface grid moves w ith  the flow, while the computational 
grid remains fixed. For recent developments and review of the front-tracking 
technique, see [87] and the numerous references therein. A  grid-based front- 
tracking technique has been developed in  [30, 31, 20], where the computational 
grid is modified locally to  make a grid line follow the interface.

A  common d ifficu lty  of Eulerian approaches lies in  the treatment of the 
jumps in  the coefficients and the 5-function of the surface tension. The in ter
face generally intersects grid elements, and its position can be given at best 
w ith in  the resolution of the grid. As a result the interface is no longer sharp, 
but has fin ite  thickness. The discontinuities get smeared and the Dirac 5- 
function gets smoothed over a few grid cells. This regularization, also known 
as continuous surface force (CSF, see [5]), is only first order accurate in  space, 
and the use of high resolution grid or grid refinement near the interface be
comes necessary. The immersed boundary method, proposed in  [59], uses a set 
of discrete 5-functions to  approximate the singular forces. The immersed in
terface method (see [50] and [51]) further develops the same idea and achieves 
a second order of accuracy.

The m a jo rity  of Eulerian techniques are applied in  F in ite  Difference or 
F in ite  Volume Method formulations. Some early examples o f the use of the 
F in ite  Element Method can be found in  [26, 54], More recently, a method 
proposed in  [55] utilizes a local enrichment of the fin ite element basis in  the 
elements intersected by the interface in  order to  overcome the problems of CSF 
and improve mass conservation. A  different approach is presented in  [9, 10],
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where an adaptive Eulerian grid is used, in  the sense tha t on each timestep the 
grid is tem porarily aligned w ith  the interface via local grid refinement. This 
way the interface is kept sharp, and the interpolation is optimal.

Another possibility for the choice of frame of reference is the Lagrangian 
approach, where grid nodes are associated w ith  flu id  particles and move w ith  
the flow. This approach is very useful in  simulations of plasticity, where flows 
are slow and deformations are small. When applied to  viscous flows, how
ever, this method usually experiences difficulties, since the grid easily becomes 
heavily distorted and inadequate for computations. These situations require 
remeshing, which is a rather expensive procedure tha t adds significantly to 
the computational cost of the algorithm. To address this issue, the a rb itra ry  
Lagrangian-Eulerian (A LE ) technique was developed (see [42]). The general 
idea is to use some other velocity to advect the mesh nodes. The purely La
grangian and the Eulerian approaches can be seen as particular cases of ALE, 
where the grid velocity is zero in  the Eulerian form ulation and equal to the flu id  
velocity in the purely Lagrangian one. A n  overview of the A LE  method can 
be found in  [21] and the references therein. Examples of recent development in 
this class of methods are [58, 18, 62], The deforming-spatial-domain/stabilized 
space-time (DSD/SST) method developed in  [83, 84] is an interface-tracking 
technique, where the fin ite  element form ulation of the problem is w ritten  over 
its space-time domain and the equation of elasticity is solved to  move the 
mesh. Even though this and various other stabilization techniques can reduce 
the frequency of the needed remeshings in many cases, there are s till many 
situations where remeshing is needed too often to be feasible. Recent devel
opments in  [81, 82] present a method featuring a fusion of the front-tracking, 
applied in A LE  setting, and the Eulerian front-capturing techniques. I t  uses 
front-tracking when remeshing is not needed too often, and front-capturing 
otherwise.

The method developed in  the current study best fits in  the class of ALE. I t  
is an attem pt to  elim inate the need for costly remeshing completely. The idea 
has evolved from the notion of adaptive Eulerian grids (see [9, 10]). Instead of 
using local refinement, which introduces a different set of additional degrees 
of freedom on each timestep, we have developed a technique, which we w ill 
call local grid alignment. We m aintain a reference grid, which is used on each 
timestep to  generate a new tem porary grid tha t is aligned w ith  the interface. 
To do this, we project a small number of nodes tha t are close to  the current 
position of the interface onto it. The resulting computational grid has the 
same connectivity as the reference grid; this allows for an easier and more 
effective parallelization. Moreover, in  simulations of the m otion of a large 
number of interfaces, the alignment is an in trinsica lly parallel procedure, since 
different interfaces do not intersect each other and each interface can be treated
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separately.
Since the computational grid is aligned w ith  the interface on every timestep, 

piecewise linear approximation of the current position of the interface is em
bedded into the current computational grid as a set of nodes and faces. Adding 
to the benefit of optim al interpolation is the possibility to  impose the boundary 
condition on the interface in  the usual for fin ite  elements way. To compute the 
surface tension, we use a simple and cost-effective procedure based on a local 
approximation of the surface w ith  a circle (in  two dimensions) or sphere (in 
three dimensions). This approach provides an approximation tha t is smooth 
enough to  compute accurately the mean curvature, while avoiding the need to 
solve a linear system, which is done when a smooth curve is interpolated or 
fitted  globally (a cubic spline, for example). The same local circles/spheres 
are also used to  calculate the projections of the nodes during the alignment 
procedure.

This chapter is organized as follows. In  section 2.2 we formulate the mul
tiphase problem and introduce notation. Section 2.3 presents space and time 
discretizations and outlines a time-marching algorithm. The following two sec
tions 2.4 and 2.5 are dedicated to the grid alignment itse lf and various other 
issues of implementation in  two and three dimensions correspondingly. These 
sections also present numerical validations for the proposed algorithms. The 
chapter concludes w ith  a brie f summary in  section 2.6.

2.2 Formulation of the problem  and notation
We consider an open, bounded, and connected domain Q, whose boundary is 
smooth enough for our purposes. Since we are interested in  the simulations of 
bubbles (to be concise, we say bubble to  mean bubble or droplet), we refer to 
the background phase as phase 0 and assign to the bubbles consecutive indices 
starting from 1. For simplicity, we discuss the case of one bubble.

To distinguish between fluids, we use a lower index o € (0 ,1 }. Thus, f i 0 
denotes the open region occupied by flu id  o. We assume tha t f20 f l H i =  0 and 
I I  =  f lo U fli.  We also assume tha t f l 0 is connected, H i is sim ply connected, and 
denote by T i =  <9Ho f l the interface between bubble 1 and the background 
phase 0. We assume tha t T i Pi <9fl =  0 at a ll times. Since we consider only one 
bubble, we drop the index and refer to T as “the interface.”

The fluids are considered to  be immiscible, viscous, Newtonian; therefore, 
they obey the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations.

Po Q, T  Po (u0'V )  Uo AioV u 0 T  Vpo Pô o 
ot

V -(p 0u 0) =  0

in  f i 0, (2.1)

in  f i 0. (2.2)
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The balance of forces on the interface is expressed w ith  the following equation:

(p i l  — p0I — P iV u i +  poV u0) • n =  j x n  on T. (2.3)

We also assume tha t the velocity is subject to in it ia l and boundary conditions 
as in  (1.4),(1.3). In  the equations above p0, p 0,u 0,p0, and fG are the density, 
viscosity, velocity, pressure, and external force of flu id  o. From now on, when 
the index o is missing, we mean the quantity  defined piecewise, e.g.

[ u 0 in  f l 0> 
u  =  <

I Ui in  f i i .

In  (2.3) n is the un it vector, which is normal to  the interface and pointing out 
of S21; x  is the mean curvature of T, a  is the coefficient of surface tension, and 
I is the identity  tensor.

Nondim ensionalization. We choose some appropriate characteristic tim e 
interval t c, length lc, speed wc, and pressure pc, and nondimensionalize the 
equations using

t  =  t ct, x =  l cx , u  =  -ucu, p =  pcp. (2.4)

The momentum equation in  nondimensional variables becomes

+  - ^ V 2u  +  ^ V p  =  pf  i n f i o U f i i ;  (25)
t c d t lc Pc lc

where f(x) =  f(/cx) and V denotes differentiation w ith  respect to the nondi-
2

mensional spatial variables x. Now we divide (2.5) by —-—- and set lc =  t cuc
f'C

and pc =  pou2c. The resulting equation is

+  ( u - V ) u -  - ^ - ^ - V 2u  + V p  =  — i n f i o U f i i .  (2.6)
Po a t Po Po PouJc Po Uc

The Reynolds number is taken from the background phase and is given by

R e = P0Uctc (2/7)
Po
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l c ~
We set the nondimensional external force to f  =  —  f. We use \ p and A,t to

u2c
denote the ratios of density and viscosity of the fluids, i.e.

^  A. W  i n f i x ,
■ Po

1 in  S2o,
(2 .8)

S ubstitu ting all these in to (2.6), we obtain the nondimensionalized momentum 
equation

+  Ap (u -V ) u -  AM-^ -V 2u +  V p  =  Apf  i n f l 0 U f i i .  (2.9) 
u t tie

Before we continue, suppose the external force is due to  gravity, i.e.

f  =  geg, (2 .1 0 )

where g is the gravitational acceleration and eg is the un it vector in  direction 
of gravity. Then the nondimensional gravity is given by

1 =
(2.11)

where the Froude number is defined as

F r  =  tvrQ
(2.12)

Next, we nondimensionalize the interface condition. We start by substi
tu tin g  (2.4) in to (2.3). Taking in to account tha t nondimensionalizing the cur
vature gives x  =  f  x , and using the relations above, we arrive attc

t o - w - k

The Weber number is defined as

n
pou2clc

x n  on T. (2.13)

We
PoU2Jc

a
(2.14)

Thus the nondimensional force balance on the interface becomes

( P i - P o ) l - - ^ -  f - V W - V Q o  Re \ n 0
■ n  =  —— x n  on T. 

We
(2.15)
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For simpler notation, from now on we drop the bars w ith  the understanding 
tha t a ll quantities and equations are properly nondimensionalized.

Weak formulation. Let us m u ltip ly  equation (2.9) by a test function v  
w ith  compact support and integrate over f2. The integration by parts of the 
diffusion and the pressure terms is carried out as follows:
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This calculation can be used to ju s tify  the following weak form ulation of the 
problem: fin d  u G H 1 satisfying the in it ia l and the boundary conditions (1.4) 
and (1-3), and pressure p G L 2 / R, such that fo r  a ll v G Hj and q G L 2,

9u A,
M  W v + Ap ((u-V) u, v) +  —p (Vu, Vv) — (p, V-vdt

(V-u, q) =  0.

Re 

= Ap(f,v)
1

We
J x v  n•n ds,

(2.16)

(2.17)

2.3 D iscretization
We use the same spatial and temporal discretization as discussed in  sec
tions 1.3.1 and 1.3.2. Here we focus only on the specifics of the treatment
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of the moving interface.

2.3.1 Spatial discretization

For each tim e level n €  { 0 , . . . , | ) } ,  we have a grid Q h ,n =  (A fh ,n , F ,h ,n , T h ,n ) ,  

on which a ll computations are performed. We use a subscript n to  denote the 
tim e level at which the given grid is used. Also, in the sequel, for a given time- 
dependent discrete quantity  rh, we use a superscript m  to  denote the time 
level at which the quantity  is taken, and a subscript n to denote the grid on 
which the quantity  is based, i.e. r™n denotes rh at time t m =  m A t on grid
Q h,n-

The purpose of developing a method tha t features low-order velocity and 
discontinuous pressure is to  model accurately the jumps in the spatial deriva
tives of the velocity and the pressure across the moving interface. In  order 
to  take advantage of this, as well as the fact tha t we have a locally mass- 
conserving approximation of the velocity, we need the computational grid to 
be aligned w ith  the boundary between different phases. Since th is boundary 
moves w ith  time, the grid w ill also have to change from one timestep to the 
next to reflect the new position of the interface. Also, we require tha t the 
change in  computational grid is only in  the positions of the nodes, but no 
change is done in  the connectivity. In  other words, we allow neither the in tro 
duction nor the removal of any nodes, faces, elements, or in  general degrees of 
freedom. A lthough we w ill have to  reassemble all matrices on each timestep, 
the structure of the matrices w ill remain unchanged, which is desirable to 
make parallelization easier and more efficient. In  addition, i f  we confine the 
alignment of the grid to moving only a small number of nodes, then only a 
small number of entries in  these matrices w ill need to be updated.

We m aintain a reference grid 7Zh =  (Afh, Fh,% i) and use i t  to  produce the 
computational grids Qh,n — (Afh,m-A'h,n, %i,n)- I f  we know the current position 
of the interface, we can find the nodes in  Afh tha t are closest to  i t  and move 
some of them only a small distance (<  h) to  position them on T. The grid Qh,n, 
produced this way, is aligned w ith  the interface, in  the sense tha t T does not 
intersect any faces (in  two dimensions) or edges (in  three dimensions). The 
faces in Th,n (both in  two and three dimensions) tha t have a ll the ir nodes on the 
interface form  a piecewise linear interpolation of T. We denote this interpolant 
by T l n. Notice tha t Qh,n has the same connectivity as 7Zh, therefore all grids 
have the same connectivity.

2.3.2 Temporal discretization

As before, we consider a fin ite  time interval [0 ,T] , which we divide into 
timesteps of equal length A t  via tim e levels t n =  n A t  for n =  0 , 1 , . . . ,  The
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proposed time-marching algorithm  is based on the velocity-correction scheme 
developed in  the firs t chapter.

Suppose tha t at tim e t =  0  we have a grid Gh,o, which is aligned w ith  the 
in it ia l position of the interface. r °  0 is the piecewise linear interpolant, of T 
embedded in to  Gh.fi- We also assume tha t we have velocities u °0 G X/^o and 
u° 0 G V/^o, which are appropriate approximations of the in it ia l condition for 
the velocity in  the ir corresponding spaces. For each n =  0 , . . . ,  ( ^  — l ) ,  we 
perform the following steps to advance from t  =  t n to t  =  tn+

1. Calculation of the new position o f the interface. We advect the 
positions of all nodes in  Gh,n w ith  the divergence-free velocity u%n. Let

be the identity  element in  X / ^ ,  in  the sense tha t i t  takes at each 
node in  A fh,n the value equal to the coordinates o f this node at tim e tn. 
Then we find  x ^ 1 G X /j>n such that fo r  a ll V/j G ~X-h,n> we have

^  K 1 -  X5U v ) -  ( « V V ) x h,n, v) =  0 . (2.18)

We w ill refer to the new node positions x ^ 1 as the advected Gh,n- The 
new positions of the interface nodes give us an approximation T^ 1 of the 
position of the interface at tim e tn+i- The advected Gh,n is n° t  used f° r 
computations, but only to define for the purpose of grid alignment.

2. Grid alignment. Using the reference grid IZh and the new position of 
the interface T ^ 1, we generate a new grid Gh,n+i- The approximation 
of the interface embedded into Gh,n+1 is, in  general, different from T ^ 1, 
and we denote i t  The details of this procedure are presented in  
section 2.4 for the two-dimensional case and section 2.5 for the three- 
dimensional case.

3. Transfer of data to  the new grid. uJJ is an approximation of un 
based on the old grid Gh,n- In  this step we compute +1, which is 
an appropriate approximation of the same quantity un, but based on 
the new grid Gh,n+i- Further discussion of this step follows shortly (sec
tion  2.3.3).

4. Projection step. F ind  u ^ +1 G V/^+i such that fo r  a ll v/j G V ^ + i,

^  « £ + 1 -  u^n+i, w ) =  Ap (fn+1, v h) -  \ p ( «  n+rV) u” n+1, v h)

~  ( V < n+1, V vfe) -  jfxvvn ds. (2.19)
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5. Velocity-correction step. Fm d V%n+1 £ such that foe a ll V/j,
n+i,  we have:

K » + l  -  < + l ’ ^ )  +  J fe (V (4 ;:'" 1+1 “  ' W ‘ ) =  °- (2'20)

2.3.3 Transfer of data between grids

The simplest option is to  employ the usual fin ite  element in terpolation, and 
obtain the nodal values of u 5Jn + 1  by interpolating the values of u £ n at the 
nodes of Qh,n+i- This procedure is straightforward; obviously, i t  produces an 
approximation w ith in  the error o f the method.

A  concern w ith  th is approach arises when there is a large ra tio  of viscosities. 
In  this case, the velocity exhibits a jum p discontinuity in  its spatial derivatives, 
and this may result in  a loss of an order of accuracy of interpolation at nodes 
near or on the interface. However, i f  the timestep is sufficiently small, there 
w ill never be any nodes changing phases between successive grids. A  node tha t 
is near the interface in  Gh,n w ill either remain in  the same phase in  Qh,n + 1 or 
move on but w ill not “jum p” over the interface in to  the other phase.
This way any reinterpolation takes place w ith in  the same flu id  phase, where 
the exact velocity is smooth, and fu ll order of accuracy is achieved. We do 
anticipate, however, tha t the error of interpolation w ill be greater for larger 
viscosity ratios.

When interpolation is used to transfer data between grids, the interpolated 
velocity u j jn + 1  is computed and can be used directly for (2.19) and (2.20). 
In  this case, we practically solve an Eulerian form ulation on each timestep, 
although on a different grid every time.

A n alternative to  direct interpolation is the following Lagrangian approach, 
which is the standard in  A LE  formulations (see, for example, [19]). A ll grids 
Gh,n have the same connectivity as the reference grid 7Zh, from which they were 
produced; therefore, there is a natural one-to-one correspondence between the 
nodes in different grids. We identify the nodes by the ir indices. Thus i f  x* € Afh 
is a node in  the reference grid, then we denote by x" £ Afh,n the position of 
the same node at tim e t =  tn, i.e. in  grid Gh,n- Now we define the discrete 
mesh velocity via a forward difference. For each node xi; we have

v n+ 1 _  n
tt”  =  ' A f  (2 .2 1 )

This discrete velocity can be extended to  a piecewise linear velocity using the 
standard fin ite  element interpolation. For th is purpose, we define u j jn + 1  €
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X /^n+ i such th a t

<«,„+I(x”+1) = u” Vx”«  e 1. (2.22)

We also define the transferred material velocity u jj n + 1  G ~Xh,n+i as

< n + i « +1) =  < , n ( x " ) '  (2 -23)

W ith  these definitions, we are ready to w rite  down the A LE  formulation. 
The projection step (2.19) becomes: fin d  G V ^ + i  such that fo r  a ll
Vh £ Vh,n+1,

^  (UM+1 -  <„+l> Vfc) =  Ap (fn+1, Vfc)

-  AP ((u^n+i -  U în+1-V) uj*n+i, Vfc)

-  J f f  ( V < n+1 , V v h) -  J±r J ^ k - n  ds, (2.24)

while the velocity-correction step (2 .2 0 ) remains unchanged.

2.4 Grid alignm ent in two spatial dim ensions
In  th is section N  — 2. Here we w ill use the terms edge and face interchangeably, 
since in  two dimensions the edges connecting grid nodes and the faces of the 
elements are the same objects (i.e. £h =  T fi). However, our use of these 
terms in  th is section w ill be consistent w ith  the ir use in  the description of 
the algorithm  in  three dimensions (where Eh 7  ̂ J~h)- Also, for s im plic ity of 
notation, we w ill om it the subscript n denoting the tim e level when, in  our 
opinion, there is no risk of am biguity or confusion.

2.4.1 Alignm ent algorithm

We have the reference grid 7Zh and a piecewise linear approximation T/, of 
the interface T. The task is to produce a new grid Qh, which has the same 
connectivity as 7Zh and does not contain any edges intersected by the interface. 
The proposed algorithm  proceeds as follows.

1. Create lists of intersected edges and pending nodes. We deter
mine the phase to  which each node in  TZh belongs. Edges having end nodes in  
different phases are intersected by T. We denote the set containing all in ter
sected edges by Xh C Eh- We also denote by Vh C Afh the set of a ll nodes tha t 
are endpoints o f edges in  X h . We refer to the nodes in Vh as pending nodes,
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since some of them  w ill be moved on the interface, while others w ill remain in 
the ir places. In  addition, we m aintain an edge counter associated w ith  each 
pending node. The value of this counter is (and w ill be at all times u n til the 
end o f step 3) equal to the number of edges in  Xh containing the pending node.

Note tha t no node is marked as an interface node at th is time. I f  the 
reference position of some node happens to be on the interface, we m ark this 
node as belonging to one of the phases. Such node w ill necessarily end up in  
Vh, since i t  has adjacent nodes on both sides of the interface. I f  th is were not 
the case, then there would be a face intersected at least twice by T, which 
would mean tha t the grid resolution is not fine enough to resolve such an 
interface.

2. Sort the pending nodes list. For each node P  G Vh, we compute 
its projection onto the interface, i.e. we find a point P' G T w ith  the shortest 
distance to  P. O f course, the distance between P  and P ' is the distance from 
P  to T. We sort the pending nodes by the ir distance to the interface, w ith  the 
node closest to  the interface being firs t and the farthest being last in out list.

3. M ove nodes onto the interface. This step is where the actual 
alignment takes place. We process nodes in Vh one at a time in  the order 
in  which they were put in  step 2 . Let P £ Vh be the node we are currently 
handling.

•  I f  the edge counter of P  is zero, then we remove P  from Vh and move 
on to  the next node.

•  I f  P  is on S fi, then we cannot move it, so we do nothing and move on 
to  the next node.

•  Otherwise, we move P  to  the position of its projection P ' on P. The 
node is then removed from Vh, and all intersected edges containing P  
are removed from Xh, since they are no longer intersected (see Figure 14). 
When we remove an edge from Xh, we make sure to  decrease by one the 
edge counters of its two nodes.

A t the end of this procedure, there are no intersected edges left, i.e. Xh is now 
empty. A  by-product is tha t any nodes tha t may s till be in  Vh have the ir edge 
counters equal to zero and are not pending anymore. We now have a “ first 
d ra ft” of Qh-
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Before A fte r

Figure 14: P rojecting  a  pending node onto th e  interfaces. In the  new position, no edge 
containing the node intersects T.

4. N odes consistency. This is the firs t of a series of verifications of the 
consistency and the qua lity  of the grid. W ith  each node in  Qh we associate 
the polygon w ith  vertices at the nodes adjacent to it. I f  the node belongs to 
its polygon, then all elements containing th is node have positive Jacobians. 
Otherwise, we move the node to the centroid of its polygon and thus untangle 
the part of the grid connected to  it. We need to perform this check only for 
nodes tha t were projected onto the interface and the ir immediate neighbors, 
since only elements containing these nodes were changed during step 3.

I f  the node we need to  untangle is on the interface, then, of course, i t  w ill 
no longer be on T after moving i t  to a new position. This may reintroduce 
intersected edges, which we do not allow. In  order to  avoid reintroducing in ter
sected edges, a node is removed from the interface only i f  a ll nodes adjacent to 
it, which are not on T, belong to the same phase. Then, in  its new position at 
the centroid of its polygon, the node w ill belong to the phase of its neighbors 
and neither one of its edges w ill be intersected. Otherwise, the node is left 
tangled for now. Since some adjacent nodes must necessarily be outside the ir 
polygons, untangling some of them w ill fix  the polygon of this node as well.

5. Elements consistency. We do not allow elements to have three 
nodes on the interface, since i t  is impossible to  decide to  which phase such 
element belongs. For each element incident w ith  T, we count the number of 
interface nodes in  the element. I f  this number is 3, then we remove one o f the 
element’s nodes from the interface and place i t  in  the centroid of the node’s 
polygon. To choose a node to  be removed from the interface, we follow the 
same rule as in  step 4. A t least one of the element’s nodes w ill have a ll of its 
neighbors on the same side o f the interface, except for the two other element
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Figure 15: Elem ent w ith  three nodes on T. A t least one node (A) will have all neighbors 
on the same side of T.

nodes, which are on T (see Figure 15).

6. Interface consistency. We verify the in tegrity  of the approximation 
of the interface embedded into the new grid by counting the number of adjacent 
interface nodes for each interface node. This number must be exactly 2 for 
all nodes when the interface is closed. Any node w ith  0 or 1 neighbors on 
the interface is removed from it  and placed in  the centroid of its polygon. I f  
a node is connected to  more than 2  interface nodes, then the algorithm  fails. 
This means tha t the interface intersects itse lf at this point. Such situation 
occurs, for example, when pinching starts to  develop. Since i t  is not our goal 
to  model this phenomenon, i f  th is happens, the current a lgorithm  sim ply stops. 
I f  needed, the handling o f topology change in the interface should be placed 
at th is point in  the algorithm.

The state of Qh at the end of th is step is suitable for computations. We add 
one more step, which our numerical experience has demonstrated to improve 
the s tab ility  and the accuracy of the method.

7. Volume adjustment. The piecewise linear interpolation of the in
terface embedded in  Qh is not the same as the one w ith  which we started. This 
is due to the fact tha t the interface nodes in  the new grid do not necessarily 
coincide w ith  the vertices of Thus, in  general, the volume of the bubble in 
Qh is s lightly different. We compensate for th is mass loss or gain by moving all 
interface nodes away from or towards the center of mass of the in terior phase, 
un til the proper volume is restored.

A fte r the correction of the volume, some elements near the boundary may 
become intolerably stretched, or even have negative Jacobians. We correct 
this by another pass over the nodes near the interface, placing them in  the 
centroids of the ir polygons.
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2.4.2 Some remarks on the alignment algorithm

Moving a node to  the centroid of its polygon is the simplest technique for im 
provement of the qua lity  of a mesh; i t  is known in  the lite ra ture as Laplacian 
smoothing. In tu itive ly, i t  is clear tha t there is a problem i f  the polygon of the 
node is not convex and its centroid is actually outside. Indeed, i t  is well known 
tha t Laplacian smoothing improves the qua lity  of the grid only slightly and 
can (and often does) decrease the qua lity  of the elements, and can even render 
the mesh invalid. A  simple remedy is to use what is called “smart” Laplacian 
smoothing, where the node is moved to the centroid only i f  this would actu
a lly  improve the m inim um  quality of the surrounding elements. This ensures 
tha t the qua lity  of the grid w ill not decrease. More substantial improvement 
of the qua lity  of the grid can be achieved by optimization-based local mesh 
smoothing, where the node is placed at the position w ith in  its polygon tha t 
gives the maximum possible m inim al qua lity  o f the surrounding elements. The 
solution of th is optim ization problem for each node tha t needs to be adjusted, 
obviously, causes these methods to  be significantly more com putationally in 
tensive than the simple Laplacian smoothing. In  all tests conducted so far, we 
have not encountered a situation tha t the Laplacian smoothing has not been 
able to  handle. For more inform ation on local mesh smoothing techniques the 
reader is referred to  [28, 27].

To measure the quality of the elements, we use the ra tio  of the rad ii of 
the incircle and the circumcircle of the triangle. For a comprehensive review 
and comparison of various element qua lity  measures we refer to  [24] and the 
references therein.

The first three steps of the algorithm  require solutions for two problems 
-  determ ining the phase to which given point belongs, and computing the 
projection of a given point on the interface. A t time t =  0, when producing 
the in it ia l grid Ghja, we assume tha t the in it ia l position of the phases and 
the ir interface is given in  a way tha t provides solutions to  these problems. 
When generating Gh,n f ° r 71 =  1 • . . . ,  A -, the solutions to these problems are 
an essential part of the alignment algorithm.

2.4.3 Com putation of the phase of given point

We use a discontinuous marker function to  identify the phase of points. Sup
pose tha t on some grid Gh,n we have marked already each node in  phase i  w ith  
value of the marker function i. The nodes on d f l belong to the background 
phase 0 , while the nodes on F are marked w ith  a code tha t is different from 
any of the phase indices, a code tha t uniquely identifies the interface. We 
extend the marker function over the elements and the faces/edges, which gives 
us the phase marker at tim e t =  tn. Because of the alignment of Gh,n w ith  the
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interface at tim e t — tn, as well as the requirement tha t no element has three 
interface nodes, each element has either all nodes in the same phase, or some, 
but not all, nodes on the interface. However, no element has nodes in  different 
phases. Also, no edge has nodes in different phases, and only interface edges 
have both nodes on the interface. Thus for each element we find a node tha t is 
not on the interface, and the value of the phase marker at this node is extended 
as the value of the phase marker in  the in terior of the element. Moreover, i f  
an edge has a node tha t isn’t  on T, then the phase of this node becomes the 
phase of the edge. A n  edge w ith  both  nodes on the interface is marked w ith  
the code of the interface.

In  the firs t step of the time-marching algorithm  described in  section 2.3.2, 
we advect the nodes in  Gh,n- In  doing so, the positions of the nodes are 
changed, but the values of the phase marker for nodes, edges, and elements 
remain unchanged. This gives us an approximation of the phase marker at 
tim e t =  tn+1 - A ll we need to do to determine the phase of a point is to find 
an element, edge, or a node in  the advected Q^n mesh tha t is incident w ith  the 
point, and take its phase marker. Since the points whose phase we actually 
need to  compute are the reference positions of the nodes, we can lim it our 
search to the elements containing the node, since the movement of the grid 
nodes over one timestep is small.

2.4.4 Com putation o f the projection onto the interface

The solution of this problem is a b it more involved. The interface nodes and 
the interface faces in Gh,n form a piecewise linear approximation T ^n o f the 
position of the interface at time t =  tn. A fte r advecting the nodes in  Gh,m 
the new positions of the interface nodes form  a piecewise linear approximation 
T ^ 1 of the interface at tim e t =  tn+\ .

We could, of course, project points onto the piecewise linear curve directly. 
This has shown, however, to  lead to  instabilities, thus a smoother approxi
m ation is needed. A  solution leaning towards the opposite extreme is to use 
a cubic spline interpolation through the interface nodes (see, for example, 
[50]) and project onto this curve. We chose a compromise between the two 
approaches -  the interface is approximated w ith  a smooth curve locally, avoid
ing the computations needed for the construction of a spline, while providing 
enough smoothness to  keep the algorithm  stable.

Let P  be any point in 12. Given the approximation T ^ 1 of the interface, 
we want to construct the point P ' on Tn + 1  tha t is closest to P. The projection 
procedure relies on simple geometric arguments (see Figure 16):

•  Compute the distance from P  to every node on ■ F ind node A  in 
T ^ 1 tha t is closest to P.
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P 7

Figure 16: C onstruction of the  projection P ' of a point P  onto the interface by approxi
m ating r  locally w ith a circle.

•  F ind nodes B  and C -  these are the nodes we encounter righ t after and 
righ t before A, i f  we traverse rn+1 going counter-clockwise around the 
bubble f i i .

•  Construct point O as the circumcenter of A A B C .  Also compute the 
radius R  of the circumscribed circle.

•  Construct point P ' as the point of intersection of the circumscribed circle 
of A A B C  and the line OP. We compute its position as the point on the 
ray OP, which is at distance R  from O.

I t  is clear from this construction tha t we approximate the interface locally 
w ith  a circle. Since this approximation is local, it  is also com putationally 
inexpensive. Moreover, a great advantage of using a circle is the fact tha t this 
approximation is exact when Tn+1 is a circle. This allows us to  resolve exactly 
the problem of a circular drop left to relax under the force of surface tension 
alone. Most Eulerian and even some Lagrangian and A LE  formulations using 
piecewise linear approximations fail th is simple test, because of the appearance 
of parasitic currents and unphysical oscillations of the interface.

2.4.5 Com putation of the surface tension

The surface integral along T appearing in  the right-hand side of equations 
(2.19) and (2.24) is actually computed along the approximation of the
interface embedded in  the computational grid Qh,n+1 :

We L m h  n  *  “  We 51 (2.25)
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The un it normal vector appearing in  the integrand is taken to  be an approxi
mation of the normal vector to  r n+1 and not the normal vector to  T ^ ^ .  The 
curvature x  and the normal vector n are computed at each interface node in 
•A//»,n+i H T J ^ . j  from the same local circle approximation tha t we used for the 
projection on the interface. Thus at each node x ” + 1  € Nh,n+i H r ^+1 the 
curvature is taken as the reciprocal of the radius o f the approximating circle, 
and the un it normal is taken as the un it normal to  the circle pointing out of

We use a one point quadrature formula for the integral along each interface 
face f i .  The value of x  at the m idpoint m* of the face is simply the average 
of the curvatures at the two nodes of f i ,  while n is taken as the average of the 
normal vectors at the face’s nodes, then normalized to un it length. Thus the 
approximation of the surface integral is

[  x v h-n ds ^ \ { x ifi + x iyl) v h{ m i ) - ( ~ ^ ~ ^ \ f i \ .  (2.26)
J h *  V lln i,o +  W i l l /

Note tha t i f  the interface is a circle, the sum of the two nodal normal vectors 
is a vector perpendicular to  /). Also in  this case, the nodal curvatures are equal. 
Therefore, the integral computed this way actually produces the weak gradient 
of a pressure field, which is constant in  each flu id  and exhibits an appropriate 
jum p at the interface. This means tha t the projection of the surface tension 
onto the divergence-free space V /l>ra+ 1 is zero and, therefore, the problem w ith  
circular bubble relaxing under surface tension but no gravity w ill be resolved 
exactly. I t  is easy to  verify tha t th is is not true i f  we use a more accurate 
higher degree approximation of the surface integral. Higher smoothness of 
the approximation would make it  in  a way “ incompatible” w ith  the solenoidal 
projection tha t we are using, since the piecewise constant pressure would no 
longer be able to neutralize the more accurate surface tension, and, as a result, 
parasitic velocities would appear in

2.4.6 Numerical validation

The proposed algorithm  was extensively tested on a number of validation 
problems. The lid-driven cavity and the rising bubble examples were computed 
w ith  the A LE  approach for velocity transfer between two subsequent grids. 
The rest of the validation examples were computed both ways. In  a ll cases the 
results from the A LE  and the interpolation approaches were almost identical.

Lid-driven cavity flow. The firs t test was aimed at validating the grid 
alignment algorithm. We ran two simulations of the well known lid-driven
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Figure 17: Com parison of sim ulation results of lid-driven cavity flow w ith (right) and 
w ithout (left) a free moving interface. R e =  40, A t =  0.005, grid 40x40, no surface tension.

cavity problem. In  the firs t one, we had only one flu id  and no moving in
terfaces. In  the second simulation, we placed an artific ia l circular interface 
separating two regions occupied by the same flu id  {p i/po  =  1 and p i/p o  — !)• 
The circle was in it ia lly  centered at the geometric center of the cavity and had 
a radius r  — 0.2. In  this simulation, there was no gravity and no surface 
tension. We used Re =  40 and A t  =  0.005. We ran simulations on 40 x 40 
grids in  [0,1] x [0,1]. Both simulations were term inated at T  =  2.0, at which 
tim e the interface had undergone a severe deformation. Figure 17 shows tha t 
the velocity fields resulting from the two simulations are essentially the same. 
The positions of the moving interface at times t= 0  and t= 2  are shown on the 
righ t graph.

Convergence test. We ran a series of tests w ith  an analytic solution w ith  
and w ithou t a moving interface to  investigate the influence of the grid align
ment on the convergence. In  all tests we set pi =  po =  1, P i =  Po =  1, 
Re =  100, and there was no surface tension. The tests were performed w ith  
the following non-triv ia l analytic solution

u =  sin(x) sin(y +  t), 

v =  cos(x) cos(y +  t ) , 

p =  cos(x) sin(y +  t),
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Figure 18: Convergence of u in tim e (left), grid 64x64 and space (right), A t =  0.0003125.

w ith  an appropriate force added to the right-hand side of the governing equa
tions. The cases w ith  a moving interface were solved in  two ways -  once 
using interpolation to  move data between grids and a second tim e using the 
Lagrangian technique described in section 2.3.3. Figure 18 presents the con
vergence in  space and tim e of u in  L 2- and U l -norms. I t  is clear tha t the 
presence of the moving intrface does not d isturb the convergence. Using in
terpolation seems to  be more accurate in th is test. However, in  the case of 
significantly different viscosities, the A LE  scheme may yield better results.

Static circular drop. Consider a spherical (circular in  two dimensions) flu id  
particle immersed in  another flu id  and subject only to non-zero surface tension 
(w ithout gravity). Theoretically, the shape of the interface w ill not deviate 
from circular, and the velocity field w ill remain constant 0 at a ll times. This 
test is impossible to  resolve exactly on general Eulerian grids due to parasitic 
velocities near the interface, which result from the fact tha t some elements 
are crossed by the interface. For strong surface tension and sufficiently long 
integration in  time, a significant loss of mass may be accumulated. On the 
other hand, the exact solution consists of a constant velocity equal to  zero 
and a piecewise constant pressure in each phase. I f  the numerical scheme is 
consistent and optim al, i t  should resolve th is problem exactly, because the 
elements used provide a piecewise linear approximation for the velocity and 
a piecewise constant approximation for the pressure. The present method 
is exact for th is problem. We solved i t  in  the square [—1,1] x [—1,1] w ith  
parameters p i/po  =  1, l i l/p o  =  1, Re =  10. We used 40x40  and 80x80 grids
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Figure 19: R elaxation of a  two-dimensional elliptical particle. We =  1.0, A t =  0.0025, 
grid 40 x40.

and different values of the surface tension coefficient We =  0.2,1.0,5.0. We 
started w ith  timestep A t =  0.01, bu t decreased it  to  0.005 and then again to
0.0025 as the surface tension coefficient increased and the grid became finer. 
The need for the smaller timestep to m aintain the s tab ility  of the solution is 
due to  the explic it treatm ent of the advection terms and the nonlinearity in 
the surface tension. A ll simulations yielded the exact final solution.

The next example is for the advection o f a particle w ith  a constant velocity 
u =  (1 ,0). The boundary and in it ia l conditions were all set to  (1 ,0), p i/po  =  1, 
p i/p o  =  1, Re =  10, and We =  0.2,1.0,5.0. Theoretically, the shape and the 
velocity o f the drop must not change as i t  moves. This tim e the domain was 
[—1,1] x [—0.5, 0.5] and the circular particle was centered in it ia lly  at (—0.5,0). 
We used a 48x24 grid, the time step was set to A t =  0.00125, and the tests ran 
u n til T  =  1.0. The numerical results show tha t the interface indeed remains 
circular and the velocity deviates only slightly, the deviation being of the order 
of 10~4. This deviation is a result of the transfer of data between grids taking 
place at every tim e step. I t  was observed, however, tha t nodes behind the 
moving particle restore the exact velocity as soon as the drop passes by.

Relaxation o f a drop o f a simple shape. This is a classical test for free 
boundary methods, in  which the in it ia l shape of the particle s lightly deviates 
from  circular and the gravity is set to  zero. The problem was solved in  the 
square [0, l ] x [ 0 , 1], w ith  parameters p i/po  =  1, P i/po  =  1, Re — 10, We =  1.0 
using a grid of 40 x 40 nodes and a timestep A t  =  0.0025. In itia lly , the drop
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Figure 20: R elaxation of a two-dimensional star-shaped particle. W e =  1.0, At =  0.005, 
grid 40 x 40.

is e llip tica l w ith  axes 5/16 and 1/5, i.e. i t  has the same area as a circle w ith  
a radius of 1/4. The drop becomes circular after a tim e period of 0.3 (see 
Figure 19).

Relaxation o f a drop of a com plex shape. The next test is to  compute 
the relaxation of a drop of in it ia lly  complex shape to  a circle. The in it ia l 
star-like curve is given by

r  =  O.2sin(50) — 0.5, (2.27)

as suggested in  [51]. The problem was solved in  [—1,1] x [—1,1] on a 40x40  
grid w ith  A t =  0.005 un til time T  =  1.0. The values of the parameters are 
the same as in  the previous example. The drop assumed the static shape at 
approximately T  =  0.4. In  Figure 20, we present the in it ia l and final form  of 
the drop together w ith  the corresponding aligned grids, as well as the shape
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Figure 21: Sim ulation of the  m otion of a two-dimensional gas bubble in a  liquid. R e = 
1000, F r  — 1, W e =  200, pi/pa =  1/816, p-i/po =  1/64, h =  0.1, A t =  0.0005.

of the interface w ith  the velocity field at times T  =  0.1,0.25,0.4.

Rising bubble. In  the last test we examine the motion of a gas bubble 
immersed in  a heavier liquid. Under the force of gravity, the bubble starts 
to  rise and, depending on the strength of its surface tension, either assumes 
a static shape and a constant velocity, or develops a pinch-off. We simulated 
conditions sim ilar to  the experimental investigation in  [91]. The parameters are 
Re =  1000, F r  =  1, We =  200, p i/po  =  1/816, and p i/p o  =  1/64. In itia lly  the 
bubble has a circular shape w ith  a radius equal to  1, and is centered at (0, 3). 
The computational domain is [—3,3] x [0,9], and the problem is discretized 
on a mesh w ith  a grid size h =  0.1. The tim e step is A t — 0.000125. The 
evolution of the bubble is presented in Figure 21.

In  the experiments of [91], the pinch-off started at t =  4.42. Since the 
pinch-off cannot be simulated w ith  the present algorithm, we only compare 
the results up until the pinch-off starts to  develop. The shapes we obtained 
correlate well w ith  the experimental results (see Figure 22).
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F ig u r e  22: A n experim ental result for a  rising two-dimensional bubble from [91]. The 
tim e between two subsequent frames is about 0.25.

2.5 Grid alignm ent in three spatial dim ensions
In  th is section we discuss the case of N  =  3. I f  we examine carefully the steps 
in  the alignment a lgorithm  proposed in  section 2.4.1, we notice tha t each step 
can be generalized to three dimensions directly. However, there are situations 
in  three dimensions tha t are not possible in two dimensions. The algorithm, 
in  its  current form, is not able to handle such situations; for th is reason, parts 
of i t  need to be modified.

2.5.1 Specific difficulties in three dimensions

The firs t problem is related to the appearance of elements tha t have all the ir 
nodes on the interface after the alignment is done. In step 5 of the alignment 
algorithm, we find a node tha t can be removed from the interface w ithout 
introducing intersected edges. This is not always possible in  three dimensions 
-  an element can have four nodes on the interface w ith  each node having 
neighbors on both sides of T.

Suppose tha t we have applied the firs t four steps of the algorithm  in sec
tion  2.4.1 in  three dimensions, and tha t in  step 5 we have encountered an 
element w ith  4 interface nodes. Obviously, i t  is not possible for this element
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Figure 23: Tetrahedral elements of poor quality.

to  have all 4 faces on the interface. I t  is not possible for exactly one face to 
be on r  either. I f  the interface faces are exactly 3, then the ir common node 
can be removed safely from  the interface. Indeed, it  is easy to see tha t the 
assumption tha t th is node has neighbors on both sides of the interface leads 
to  the conclusion tha t there is either an edge crossed by T or some elements 
must be inverted. If, however, the element has 2 faces on the interface, then 
i t  is possible for each node to  have neighbors in both phases. In  th is case, i t  is 
impossible to decide which two faces are on the interface, and equivalently, we 
cannot decide to  which phase the element belongs. Moreover, the two faces of 
the element tha t are not on the interface have all the ir nodes on T, so simply 
counting the interface nodes of a face is no longer representative for whether 
th is face is on T or not.

One way to deal w ith  this situation is to evaluate the phase marker at the 
centroid of the element and prescribe this value as the phase of the element. 
Once we know the phases of a ll elements, we can evaluate the phase marker 
of each face by looking at the phases of the two elements sharing the face. 
I f  the phases are the same, then the face belongs to the same phase; i f  they 
are different, then the face is on T. Soon we w ill see tha t this solution is 
not acceptable, since elements w ith  four interface nodes often have very poor 
quality, which is impossible to correct.

The second m ajor d ifficu lty  tha t we meet in  three dimensions is the ex
tremely poor qua lity  of the grid after alignment. The reason why this is a 
m ajor problem in  three, but not in  two dimensions is tha t in  three dimen
sions, the elements have many more ways in  which they can get distorted. 
Figure 23 is taken from [27]; i t  illustrates the vast variety of poorly shaped
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tetrahedral elements. In  two dimensions it  was enough to move nodes near 
the interface to the centroids of the ir corresponding polygons to improve the 
qua lity  of the grid. This procedure, however, cannot fix  elements in  three 
dimensions tha t have all the ir nodes on T, since we are not allowed to remove 
these nodes from the interface. Furthermore, in two dimensions we can change 
the quality of an element to  any value by moving a single node, while in  three 
dimension the maximum qua lity  we can achieve the same way is lim ited  by 
the shape of the fixed face.

Based on these considerations, we m odify the algorithm  as follows. In  
step 3, we need a method for selecting nodes to  move onto the interface tha t 
guarantees tha t no element w ill have 4 nodes on T, since we are not always 
able to  fix  this problem later. In  addition, after checking the in tegrity  of the 
interface and before the volume adjustment, we add a step in which we m onitor 
and, i f  necessary, improve the quality of the faces on F. This w ill help us to 
achieve better qua lity  of the elements when we improve the quality of the grid 
after adjusting the volume.

2.5.2 Alignm ent algorithm

Our setup here is the same as in the two-dimensional case (section 2.4.1). The 
three-dimensional a lgorithm  proceeds w ith  the following steps.

1. Create lists o f intersected edges, pending nodes, and elem ents 
w ith four pending nodes. The lists of intersected edges X h and pending 
nodes Th are exactly the same as in  the two-dimensional case. Once we have 
Vh , we create a lis t Q/, C  of elements tha t have four nodes in  TV These 
elements are the only ones tha t potentia lly  can become elements w ith  four 
nodes on T.

2. Sort nodes. This step is the same as in  two dimensions, except tha t 
th is tim e we sort pending nodes in  the opposite direction -  we put nodes whose 
distance to  the interface is smallest at the end of the list. See the next step 
and section 2.5.3 for further discussion.

3. Move nodes onto the interface. The essential part of this step is 
actually choosing which nodes to move onto F. We select some pending nodes 
in  such a way tha t at least one node is selected from each edge in  X h, while 
at least one node from each element in  Qh is not selected. The details are 
presented in  section 2.5.3. The selected nodes are then projected onto F and 
marked as interface nodes.
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4.' N odes consistency. This step is the same as in  two dimensions. 
Note tha t we don’t  need to check i f  elements have 4 nodes on T, because step 
3 guarantees tha t they don’t.

5. Interface consistency. As in  the two-dimensional case, we count the 
number of interface nodes adjacent to each interface node, but this tim e we 
require tha t th is number is greater than or equal to  3. I f  an interface node has 
2 or less neighbors on T, then we remove it  by placing i t  in  the centroid of its 
polyhedron. In  this case, we also set the node’s marker function equal to  the 
phase of its neighbors.

A fte r a ll disconnected nodes are removed, we count the number of interface 
faces containing each interface edge. I f  T is closed, then this number must be 
exactly 2 for all edges on T. I f  i t  is less than 2, then there is a tear in  the 
surface. A  number greater than 2 indicates tha t the surface is crossing itse lf 
at this edge. In  both  cases the current implementation stops. Otherwise, 
handling of topology change in  the interface can be done in  this place of the 
algorithm.

6. Quality of the interface grid. We check the quality of each face 
on T. I f  the m in im al qua lity  is below a prescribed threshold, we apply a 
version of Laplacian smoothing geared for surface grids. For each node, we 
take only those neighbors tha t are on T, add the ir coordinates, and divide by 
the ir number. The projection of the resulting point on T is the new position 
of the node.

7. Volume adjustment. This step is the same as in  two dimensions.

8. Quality of the grid. A fte r the volume adjustment, elements near the 
interface often have very poor quality, and Laplacian smoothing has proved 
incapable of correcting th is problem. Instead, we use an optim ization-based 
local smoother presented in  [28]. Obviously, i t  is not necessary to  apply this 
smoother on the whole grid, since most nodes are in  the ir reference positions, 
and we assume tha t the reference grid has acceptable quality. On the other 
hand, i t  is not enough to  smooth only the nodes directly connected to  the 
interface, since the ir polyhedrons are deformed. I f  we allow a few layers of 
nodes to  move, after only a few smoothing passes we achieve a significant 
improvement in  the qua lity  of the elements. In  the current implementation, 
we allow 3 layers of nodes to move; these are all nodes tha t can be connected 
to the interface w ith  a chain of no more than 3 edges. The number of layers
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can be adjusted according to  the desired balance between grid qua lity and 
computational effort.

2.5.3 Algorithm  for selecting interface nodes

The nodes can be identified by the ir indices. Let P  be the set o f nonnegative 
integers, equal to  the indices of the pending nodes in TV  Each edge can be 
identified by its two nodes, so we define X  C  P 2 as the set of all pairs of integers 
from  P  corresponding to  the edges in  AV  Similarly, elements are identified 
by the ir four nodes, so we define Q C  P 4 as the set of a ll combinations o f 4 
integers from P  corresponding to  the elements in  £ V  We define the problem 
as follows: find a set P + C P  such tha t each pair in  X  contains at least one 
number from P + , while each 4-tuple in Q contains at least one number from 
P~ — P \  P + . The nodes in  the corresponding TV w ill be projected onto the 
interface, while the remaining nodes w ill be le ft in  the ir reference positions.

We have developed a recursive algorithm  for finding a solution, which uses 
five subroutines. A ux ilia ry  array is used to store inform ation for each number 
in  P  regarding whether i t  is currently in  P + , P~, or neither, and on which 
level of recursion this number was handled.

The main routine
1. Select a number from  P. I f  there are no numbers left in  P, then fail.
2. T ry  recursion w ith  the selected number at level 2.
3. I f  the recursion is successful, then we are done.
4. Otherwise, move the selected number from P  to P + and mark i t  as 

handled on level 1. Go back to  step 1.

The routine performing the recursion
Given a number and level of recursion:
1. Move the given number from  P  to  P~  and mark i t  as handled at the 

current level.
2. Check pairs in  X  at the current level.
3. Check 4-tuples in  Q at the current level.
4. I f  either check fails, then clean the current level and re turn indicating 

failure.
5. I f  a ll pairs in  X  are “done,” then return indicating success.
6. I f  either check moved any nodes, then go back to step 2.
7. Select a number from P. I f  there are no numbers left in  P, then fail.
8. T ry  the recursion w ith  the selected number at the next level.
9. I f  the recursion is successful, then we are done.
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10. Otherwise, move the selected number from P  to P + and m ark i t  as
handled on the current level. Go back to step 7.

The routine checking the pairs in X
Given level of recursion, for each pair (po,Pi) £ X  do steps 1-4.
1. I f  po E P~  and p i E P, then move p i from P  to  P + and mark i t  as

handled at the current level.
2. I f  po £ P  and pi E P~, then move p0 from P  to  P + and mark i t  as 

handled at the current level.
3. I f  po E P~  and p i E P ~ , then return failure.
4. I f  po £ P + or p i E P + , then count this pair as “done.”
5. I f  all pairs are “done” and no numbers have been moved, then return 

success indicating tha t all pairs are “done.”
6. Otherwise, re turn success indicating whether any nodes have been 

moved or not.

The routine checking the 4-tuples in Q
Given level of recursion, for each 4-tuple q E Q do steps 1-3.
1. I f  any number in q is in  P~, then continue w ith  the next q.
2. I f  4 numbers in q are in  P4 , then return failure.
3. I f  3 numbers in  q are in  P + , then move the fourth  number from  P  to 

P~  and mark i t  as handled at the current level.
4. Return success indicating whether any nodes have been moved or not.

The routine that cleans up a level sim ply moves all nodes handled at 
the current or any higher level back in to P  and marks them as not handled.

The general idea of this a lgorithm  is to  s tart w ith  empty P + and P~. Every 
number p E P  is first placed in  P ~ . Now all pairs in X  containing p must have 
all the ir other numbers moved to P + . Next, there may be 4-tuples in  Q tha t 
have 3 numbers in  P + -  the fourth  number must now be moved to  P~. I f  we 
have moved any numbers in  P~, then we need to  check X  again, then possibly 
check Q again, and so on. We keep checking X  and Q u n til we cither find 
a problem, or there is no reason to  move nodes anymore. A  problem would 
be a pair w ith  both  numbers in  P~, or a 4-tuple w ith  a ll numbers in P + . I f  
th is happens, then all numbers tha t have been moved because of p must be 
moved back to P, while p itse lf is placed in  P + . Then the loop closes, and a 
new number p E P  is processed the same way. The algorithm  stops when all 
pairs in  X  contain at least one number in  P + . A t this time, i f  there are any 
numbers le ft in  P, they are placed in  P~.
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In  many situations, the number of possible divisions of P  in to  P + and P “  
tha t meet our needs is more than 1. The solution produced by the algorithm, 
and also its speed, depends on the specific order in  which we process numbers. 
By placing numbers in  P~ first, and moving numbers to P + only i f  we have to, 
we ensure tha t the produced solution w ill be the one w ith  the least amount of 
numbers in  P + . For the grid alignment, th is means tha t we firs t t ry  to see i f  we 
can align the grid w ithou t moving a given node, and moving i t  only i f  there is 
no other way. Naturally, we should try  not moving the nodes tha t are farthest 
from the interface first, hence in  step 2 of the alignment a lgorithm  we sort the 
pending nodes the way we do. Also, having the smallest amount of interface 
nodes means tha t there w ill be more nodes tha t we are allowed to  move for the 
purpose of im proving the qua lity  of the grid. On the other hand, having more 
nodes on the interface may improve its approximation. Such improvement, 
however, can be at most very small, as the order of approximation is lim ited  
by the resolution of the reference grid.

I t  is clear tha t i f  a solution of our problem exists, then this a lgorithm  w ill 
find it,  and tha t the produced sp litting  of P  meets our needs. A lthough we 
don’t  have a rigorous proof tha t the problem w ill always have a solution, this 
a lgorithm  has produced a valid solution in  all simulations tha t we have run so 
far. In  case the algorithm  ever fails, we are prepared to  use the old algorithm  
as a last resort and allow elements w ith  4 interface nodes for one timestep. 
The possible trade-off for th is is the poor qua lity  of the grid, which we may 
not be able to  fix.

2.5.4 Approxim ation of the interface

The computation of the extension of the phase marker from its values at the 
nodes to edges, faces, and elements is the same as is the two-dimensional case. 
The computation of the projection of a point onto the interfaces, as well as 
tha t of the mean curvature and outer normal needed for the surface tension, 
is again done by smoothing T locally, this tim e w ith  a sphere.

The sphere approximating T in the v ic in ity  of an interface node P  is con
structed using the node together w ith  all of its immediate neighbors on T. 
Obviously, each neighbor is connected to  P  by an interface edge. We con
struct the plane passing through the m idpoint of and perpendicular to  the 
edge. I f  P  and a ll o f its neighbors lie on an exact sphere, then all these planes 
w ill pass through the center of this sphere. Algebraically, the equations of 
these planes form a linear system

A c =  F,

where the unknown c £ K 3 is the center of the sphere, and each row in  the
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m atrix  A  contains the coordinates of the tangent vector to  one o f the edges. 
The rank of A  is at least 2, since all edges contain the same node, and is equal 
to  2 i f  and only i f  P  and all of its neighbors are on the same plane. The la tte r 
is due to  the fact tha t there are at least 3 rows in A, which is guaranteed by 
step 5 in  the alignment a lgorithm  (section 2.5.2). O f course, generally, there 
are more than 3 equations, and, unless the nodes are on a sphere, the system 
is inconsistent. T h a t’s why we solve the least-squares problem

A t A c =  A t F

instead. The solution is unique i f  the nodes are not on the same plane. Then 
the mean curvature is approximated by the reciprocal o f the distance from P  
to the solution c, while the normal is taken to be collinear to the line through 
P  and c. I f  det A TA  =  0, the curvature is 0, and the normal is perpendicular 
to  the plane passing through P  and all of its neighbors on T.

S im ilarly to  the two-dimensional case (section 2.4.5), we use one point 
quadrature formula to  compute the surface tension integral on each face. The 
value of the curvature at the centroid is the average of the nodal values of x . 
The average of the nodal normal vectors, however, is not a good approximation 
of the normal vector to  T, since i t  is not exact for a sphere. Suppose tha t all 
interface nodes are on the same sphere w ith  center c and radius R. The 
normal vectors at the three nodes x y ,  j  € { 0 , 1 , 2 }, of given face f ,  are n,;j =  

 ̂( x j;J- — c ) . The average of these three normals, in  general, does not give a 
vector perpendicular to  /), as i t  did in  two dimensions. In  three dimensions, 
the vector perpendicular to  the face is collinear w ith  the line through c and 
the face’s circumcenter c' (not the centroid). Obviously, i f  (7 0 , 7 1 , 7 2 ) are the 
homogeneous barycentric coordinates of cr, i.e.

c ' — 70X 1,0 +  7 l x *,l +  72x i,2,

then

c' -  c =  7o (x i,o  -  c) +  7 i ( x u  -  c) +  7 2(Xi>2 -  c),

and, therefore, we approximate the normal to T by taking a linear combination 
of the three nodal normal vectors w ith  coefficients 7 j .  The surface tension 
integral on / j  is evaluated by the formula

f  7 f / . | \ t \ (  Ton* 0  +  7in«,i +  72ni,2 \  | , I
/  x v h-n ds «  -  ( x i;0 +  X i tl  +  x ij2) V h ( m i ) - [  -n----------------- --------------------- ;----------------- rr \ J i \  •

J f i  V IItoH i.o  +  7 i n i, i  +  72n *,2 || /

This approximation meets our requirement to  be exact i f  all interface nodes
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Figure 24: R elaxation of an ellipsoidal particle.

are on the same sphere. On the other hand, we foresee its potentia l problems 
in  situations where the interface contains a saddle point, since a sphere is not 
an adequate approximation of such surface. These situations are more likely 
to appear in  simulations of free surface flows, where the moving surface is 
not closed. In  our simulations of bubbly flows, this simple approximation has 
shown to  be adequate.

2.5.5 Numerical validation

A ll tests were performed using the A LE  approach for handling the transfer of 
data between grids. We used the preconditioned Lagrange m ultip liers for the 
solenoidal projection as described in section 1.6.4.

Static spherical particle. In  this test we simulated the relaxation of an 
in it ia lly  spherical particle placed in  a quiescent fluid. There was no gravity 
and the only force present was the surface tension. The domain was the cube 
[0,1] x [0,1] x  [0,1], and the in it ia l interface was a sphere w ith  radius 0.25 and 
center (0.5, 0.5, 0.5). The Reynolds and Weber numbers were set to  Re =  100 
and We =  0.2, 0.5,1.0, while the ratios of density and viscosity were set to 
Pi/Po =  P-i/po =  1- A ll test produced the exact solution, where the velocity 
remains constant 0 and the interface does not deviate from  the in it ia l shape.

Relaxation of ellipsoidal particle. A n in it ia lly  ellipsoidal particle is left 
to  relax under the force of surface tension u n til i t  assumes spherical shape. 
The flu id  velocity should gradually dim inish to 0. The computational domain 
[0,1] x  [0,1] x  [0,1] was discretized w ith  a 16 x 16 x 16 grid. The in it ia l shape of 
the bubble obeys the equation

(x  -  c x ) 2 (:y -  cv)2 (z -  Czf  =
a2 b2 c2
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Figure 25: The frequency o f an oscillating bubble.

where c =  (0.5, 0.5, 0.5) and a =  b =  0.25, c =  0.128. The physical parameters 
of the problem were set to Re =  10, We =  1 0 , p o / p i  =  l , p o /  Pi — 1- The 
evolution of the shape of the particle is illustrated in  Figure 24. I t  is clear tha t 
the particle undergoes the expected behavior.

Drop oscillations. The accuracy of the proposed technique was verified 
by comparison w ith  a classical solution of a moving interface problem from 
[49, p.473], where potentia l theory was used to derive the solution. We let 
an ellipsoidal particle relax and measure the frequency of oscillation. The 
in it ia l shape of the bubble has a =  b =  0.55, c «  0.4132 and its volume 
equals the volume of a sphere w ith  radius 0.5. The computational domain 
th is tim e is [—1,1] x [—1,1] x [—1,1], The grid we used was 16 x 16 x 16. The 
densities were chosen to  be po =  1, pi =  0.01, while the viscosities were set to 
po =  0.01, p i =  0.0002. We ran the test for cr — 0.2, 0.5,1.0. Figure 25 presents 
the evolution of the position of the point of intersection of the x-axis w ith  the 
interface. The frequencies we obtained were 1.9, 1.14, and 0.77 respectively, 
which compare well w ith  the theoretically predicted values of 1.76, 1.11, and 
0.79.

Rising bubble. The last example is a simulation of a bubble rising in  a 
heavier flu id  due to  gravity. Depending on the values of the Froude and the 
Weber numbers, the bubble w ill either assume a steady shape and a con
stant vertical speed, or undergo pinch-off or other instabilities. Our simu
la tion was performed in  the domain [—2.5, 2.5] x [—2.5, 2.5] x [—1.5,6], dis-
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F igure 26: The computed shape of a bubble steadily rising in heavier fluid.

cretized w ith  a 16 x 16 x 24 grid, where the in it ia lly  spherical bubble was 
centered at the origin and had radius 1. The physical parameters were set 
to  Re =  9.8, We =  7.6, F r  =  0.76, px/po =  0.0011, p i/p o  =  0.0085. The shape 
presented in Figure 26 is obtained at t =  1.15 of the computation, at which 
point the bubble has not yet assumed its steady shape. Further computation 
leads to  ins tab ility  due to  the inab ility  of the coarse grid to resolve adequately 
the large deformation developing in  the bubble. Unfortunately, we have not 
been able to use finer grids due to the exceedingly long computational times. 
As a result, we are not able to compare our results w ith  the steady shape 
obtained experimentally in [44], which was our in itia l intention. However, the 
comparison w ith  the shape obtained in  a numerical simulation presented in
[77] at t — 1.2 was found satisfactory.

2.6 Conclusion
In  the second part of our study, we dealt w ith  an application of the projection 
method devised in  the firs t part to simulations of flows w ith  moving capillary 
surfaces. We started by form ulating the problem in appropriate nondimen- 
sional variables and presented the proper spatial and temporal discretizations. 
The most im portant feature of the technique developed here is the fact tha t the 
grid is modified on each timestep to reflect the changing position of the moving 
interface. The purpose of such m odification is to align the grid w ith  the in ter
face. The alignment procedure also keeps the connectivity unchanged. Since 
computations are performed on different grids, the communication of data be
tween successive grids is an im portant issue. We discussed two possibilities. 
I f  the usual fin ite  element interpolation is employed, then we solve Eulerian 
form ulation of the problem, although on a different grid at each timestep. 
The alternative is the standard a rb itra ry  Lagrangian-Eulerian formulation. 
Numerical verification showed tha t the performance of the two approaches is 
similar.

We described in  detail the implementation of the alignment a lgorithm  in
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two dimensions. The proposed procedure uses the projections of points onto 
the interface. Our experience has shown tha t projecting points d irectly onto 
the piecewise linear approximation of the interface embedded into the aligned 
grid does not produce satisfactory results. Instead, we construct an approxi
mating circle in  the v ic in ity  of every interface node. The same circles are also 
used for the com putation o f the interface’s curvature and normal vector, which 
are needed for the computation of surface tension. The proposed algorithm  
was validated w ith  a series of numerical tests.

The extension of the alignment a lgorithm  to three dimensions was met w ith  
unforeseen difficulties. A  special recursive algorithm  was designed to  select 
which nodes can be projected onto the interface w ithout introducing elements 
w ith  four interface nodes. Moreover, the qua lity  of the elements after grid 
alignment in  three dimensions often turned out to be intolerably low, and a 
provision for im proving the qua lity  of the grid was added to  the algorithm. 
S im ilarly to  the two-dimensional case, we used spheres to  approximate the 
interface locally. The numerical validation supported our expectations, but 
was less extensive due to  the lim itations in  the available computing resources 
and time. Therefore, further testing should be done after proper parallelization 
of the code; however, such extension is beyond the scope of this work.
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Conclusion
In  this study, we set our goals to devise a numerical a lgorithm  tha t can be 
used for large scale simulations of flows of m ultip le  fluids tha t do not m ix  and 
possibly are subject to  surface tension. The presented solution is a projec
tion  method based on a combination of conforming and nonconforming linear 
fin ite  elements for the velocity. The conforming element is used to  account 
for the convective and viscous effects, while the nonconforming one is utilized 
to  impose the incompressibility constraint. The method also features a dis
continuous approximation of the pressure, which gives two advantages. F irst, 
i t  makes the solenoidal velocity locally mass conserving, which facilitates sta
b ility  of the advection of the free interfaces. Second, i t  achieves fu ll order of 
interpolation, since the exact pressure is discontinuous when surface tension 
is present. In  order to benefit from the la tte r point, we align the grid w ith  the 
positions of the capillary surfaces at each timestep. The suggested alignment 
procedure is robust and com putationally inexpensive. Furthermore, i t  guar
antees tha t the connectivity of the computational mesh remains unchanged, 
which allows for a more effective parallelization.

A  few challenges s till remain and set new goals for future investigation. 
We have proved tha t the proposed projection scheme is optim ally  convergent 
on special grids, while numerical experiments show tha t the scheme is op ti
m ally convergent even on grids where our theory does not apply. The proof of 
convergence on general grids remains an open problem. Another open ques
tion  is whether i t  is always possible to  align the grid to the interface in  three 
dimensions w ithout introducing elements w ith  four nodes on the interface, n

Another issue to  address in  the near future is the implementation o f the 
divergence-free projection in  three dimensions. We have seen tha t the sole
noidal basis is fu lly  coupled and tha t separating the tangential components 
from the normal ones improves computational time significantly, while the 
accuracy of the solution does not deteriorate. The la tte r result, however, is 
supported only by numerical evidence at this time. We also have seen tha t 
the decoupled projection is not adequate for problems w ith  surface tension. 
One may wonder whether i t  is possible to m odify the decoupled projection so 
tha t i t  would become suitable for all problems, yet remain much faster than 
the fu ll projection. Another possibility to  research is the construction of a 
preconditioner tha t is more effective than the simple ones discussed here.

The proposed methodology is suitable for large scale simulations. The 
natura l extension of the current study is to  parallelize the code and perform 
simulations involving many bubbles. Afterwards, there is a m ultitude of possi
b ilities for further investigation of this technique. During the alignment of the 
grid, we detect when topology changes are about to  take place. Their appro-
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priate handling would allow us to simulate such phenomena as pinch-off and 
coalescence. Another possibility is to  incorporate a model for contact angles, 
which would remove the requirement for the contact surface to  be closed. Yet 
another possible extension is to apply a different model at the interface; for 
example, making the interface an elastic boundary would allow us to simulate 
the flow of blood cells in  the heart or in  blood vessels.
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